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DEPRECIATION ON CURRENT VALUES IS HALF AS MUCH
AGAIN —AN EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION
by HOWARD E. COOPER
Professor of Accounting, Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Md.

Perhaps part of the controversy which has revolved about the
computation of depreciation on fixed assets in a period of inflated
values concerns how much it matters whether one basis of calculation or another, is used. What then, in general, would happen to
depreciation provisions if annual determinations of the amounts
therefor were based on replacement values of fixed assets rather
than on historical costP Following comments related to the picture
as a whole, this article essays a tentative answer to the question,
derived from study of the situation of a particular company.
the results of the general price rise during and followO NEingofWorld
War I was that many companies experimented
with the idea of adjusting plant values to make them conform to
the then current price levels. It was a fairly common practice to
write plant accounts upwards by charging the plant accounts or
plant appreciation accounts. The depreciation reserve accounts
were adjusted by writing these up or reflecting the write -up in depreciation reserve on appreciation accounts. The difference between the plant write -up and depreciation reserve on appreciation
was usually designated as reappraisal surplus. During the depression of the early thirties, most of these plant values were written
down again. This was accomplished in a variety of ways: having
appraisals made, effecting write -downs by use of index numbers,
writing appreciated plant back to original cost, eliminating or drastically writing off idle plant facilities, and even writing all plant
down to a nominal value.
Opinion concerning the wisdom of adjustment of plant values to
reflect profits based on the purchasing power of money, so far as
the adjustment would accomplish this, has never been uniform.
Ideas ran the gamut from those who felt that plant values should
be adjusted every year to those who felt they should not be
touched. The view of the latter group was expressed by Mr.
George O. May in "Twenty -five Years of Accounting Responsibility," published in 1936, which contained the following passage:
"True, during the 1920's accountants fell from grace and
took to readjusting capital values on the books of companies
1179
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to an extent never before attempted. In extenuation, they
might plead that unsound laws, impractical economics, and a
widespread, if unfounded, belief in a new order of things
combined to recommend such a course, but the wiser policy
is to admit the error and to determine not to be misled into
committing it again."
The prevailing opinion following World War II was that depreciation should be calculated on original costs. This view has been
given support by the American Institute of Accountants in its
"Accounting Research Bulletin No. 33 ", December 1947, and by
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. It a ppea rs t o be felt generally that the books
should reflect original costs and that profits should be determined
on the basis of these original costs.
Purposes Which Call for Depreciation Based on Current Values
However, it cannot be denied that for some purposes profits
based on original costs might be restated. Again quoting Mr. May
in a later book, "Financial Accounting," 1943, and expressing a
somewhat changed point of view:
"In measuring earning capacity it is advantageous to express revenues and charges against revenue in terms of a
monetary unit of the same value.... So long as these write ups were based on reliable evidence and the resulting credits
were excluded from income and from earned surplus (so
that the rule against including unrealized gains in income was
not infringed) there was ample theoretical and practical support for t hem. . .. "
There are many uses for accounting data that could be better
served if depreciation were calculated on replacement values and
the profits of recent years accordingly reduced. Such uses include
pricing, labor relations and profit sharing plans. After all it is
assumed that the plant is to be continued in operation. Replacements must be made when existing equipment wears out. If i t
costs more to replace existing equipment than the original costs,
the funds must come from somewhere. Indeed what has happened is that a larger share of the earnings is retained for this and
other purposes. It has been the practice of American industrial
companies to retain about one -third of their earnings for unforeseen contingencies and expansion. In recent years this has in
general increased to about fifty to sixty per cent.
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Many people have been wondering just what part of these retained earnings results from the need for replacing fixed equipment at higher prices. It is the purpose of this article to examine
that question by indicating what increased depreciation charges a
replacement cost base of computation would call for. Current
practice has not been clear in this respect.
Study of Aggregate Figures from Selected Annual Reports
A year ago an attempt was made to determine what the relative
depreciation charge for the most recent available years would have
been, had it been calculated on the basis of replacement value
rather than original cost. It was thought that an approximation
might be arrived at that would be fairly reliable, by examining an
aggregate of statements. The statements of thirty large industrial
companies, each of whose total assets exceeded one hundred million dollars, were combined in order to use total figures. These
statements were for the year 1947. For the following year, a
group of fifty companies was similarly studied. There was some
duplication of companies in each of the two years. Some of the
significant totals are as follows:
AGGREGATE FIXED ASSETS AND RESERVES

Per Balance Sheets

1947
1948
.30
30
Companies Per Cent Companies Per Cent
(Amounts in thousands of dollars)
18,033,822
23,857,159
15,772,142
100.
15,780,326
100.
8,007,657
7,750,514
49.12
50.77
7,764,485
49.23
8,029,812
50.88

Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation reserve . . . . . .
Net plan t .. .... .... .... ...
Per cent depreciation (provision as shown below) to plant.

13.02

4,174,594

11.92

1,026,648

4.84

1,646,757

4.70

1,735,671
778,267
957,404

8.18 100.
3.67 44.84
4.51 55.16

2,527,837
1,168,5 72
1,359,265

7.22 100.
3.34 46.23
3.88 53.77

_

2,762,319

_

'

Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depreciation . . . . . . .
Net profit before
Federal taxes on
income . . . . . . . . . .
Federal taxes on
income . . . . . . . . . .
Net profit after
Federal taxes on
income . . . . . . . . . .
Dividends . . . . . . . . .
Earnings retained...

4%
4.7%
INCOME STATEMENT DATA
1947
Per Cent
1948
Per Cent
(Amounts in thousands of dollars)
21,210,661 100.
35 000,588 100.
629,677
2.97
744,027
2.13
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average

Inasmuch as the depreciation reserve of the aggregate was so
close to fifty per cent of the asset figures in both years, it is felt
the total depreciation charges shown are perhaps fairly representative of provisions on a cost basis. (In a long established plant
the reserve should approximate fifty per cent because some assets
are new, others about to be retired, and the rest distributed in between) .
The depreciation expense for the year 1947 shows as four per
cent of the cost of the plants. For 1948 it was approximately four
and seven - tenths per cent. These results commend themselves as
within reason. The assets figures include land which is not depreciated. The rate on buildings is generally about two per cent, on
machinery and furniture about ten per cent, and on automotive
equipment rather higher. Hence the over -all rate should be about
four or five per cent. Using the four per cent rate of 1947 would
imply that there would be a complete replacement of plant on the
average in twenty -five years.
The next task was to find some means of estimating what a replacement value basis would have done to the depreciation provision. It is admitted that the assumptions here are considerable.
Two series of prices were taken from the wholesale price index:
building materials and metals and metal products. It was found
that price level in 1947 for these two series combined stood at
sixty-three per cent higher than the
for the previous
twenty-five year period. If sixty-three per cent were added to the
depreciation charges as shown above for the years 1947 and 1948,
the effect on net profit would have been as follows:
1947
Net profit after Federal
taxes on income........ 1,735,671
Added depreciation . . . . . .
396,679
Revised net profit ........ 1,338,974

Per Cent
1948
Per Cent
(In thousands of dollars)
100.
77.14

2,527,837
487,634
2,040,200

100.
80.71

It is indicated by the above figures that there would be about
twenty per cent reduction in profits if depreciation were computed
on replacement costs (No change in the calculation of Federal income taxes is necessitated by the additional depreciation because
depreciation must be based on cost for tax purposes.) It is interesting to note that this reduction in profits may well account for
a major portion of the general increase in retained earnings in
recent years mentioned earlier in this paper. The use of the index
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adjustment assumes, among other things, that additions to plant
were made in a uniform manner throughout a twenty -five year
period of acquisition. It is well -known that during the war normal
replacements were not made and that after the war capital expenditures sharply increased. Acquisition for war work during the
war were high but were depreciated at an accelerated rate.
Study of An Individual Company
If the increase of depreciation provision by 63 per cent to obtain
depreciation on replacement values seems unduly high on this aggregate annual report figures basis, it may help to turn to study
of a single company for check and verification. The cooperation
of a local manufacturing company was offered. An analysis of all
fixed asset accounts was provided. This included group totals for
buildings, machinery and equipment, furniture and fixtures, and
automotive equipment. The data showed the amount of acquisitions and retirements each year by groups, as well as a comparable analysis of the various depreciation reserve accounts. The information went back far enough so that all existing equipment
could be included.
The company's principal factory building was completed in 1 9 2 0
and listed as a structure of that year. The problem here was to
convert the cost of this building from its actual cost to current
cost. Incidentally, this endeavor offered a graphic illustration
of the dangers and uncertainties of such an undertaking. The
wholesale price index of building materials for 1 9 1 9 was 115.6.
For 1 9 2 0 it was 15o.1 and for 19 21 the index was 97.4. This
fluctuation is considerable. Through a conference with company
officials, it was determined that, while the building was completed
in 1920, the contracts were let and the purchases were made ( for
the most part) in 1 9 1 9 and that the index of that year should be
used. It had to be assumed also that the changes in building costs
in the applicable area were the same as the national average, which
might or might not be true. There was no reason to believe the
variation to be material.
The decision to use the 1 9 1 9 index as a base for adjustment of
the value of this structure was strengthened by the fact that, when
the original cost was converted to current value on this basis, the
resulting figure was very close to that of a recent independent appraisal. All additions and other structures were converted to 194.8
values by multiplying the cost by a ratio of the index number at

L
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the time of the acquisition to that of the later year. All retirements
were eliminated from the original cost of the buildings. By this
broad process, the current value of all buildings was found to be
68.97 per cent higher than the aggregate of original costs. An analysis was then made of the depreciation charges to date for each
unit and these charges were increased at the same rate as that of
the respective asset. Inasmuch as there was some variation in the
rates of depreciation applied, the indicated increase in the depreciation reserve relating to the building, was 66.39 per cent.
In the analysis of the machinery and equipment accounts, a long
enough period of review was used to assure that all existing equipment would be included. The retirements of equipment each year
were considered to have represented the oldest on hand and eliminations from the equipment accounts were made on this basis.
Fully depreciated items of equipment still in use (not an uncommon situation, believed to grow out of conservative policies of depreciation together with a tendency to charge off what the Bureau
of Internal Revenue will allow) were considered to represent the
oldest acquisitions after retirements had been given affect to, and
were eliminated from consideration as not affecting the current
depreciation charge. The acquisitions representing equipment in
use and still subject to depreciation, were converted to current
value by use of a ratio in the same manner as previously described
for buildings. However, the index used for this purpose was the
metals and metal products index from the wholesale series. A
separate calculation was made for each year's acquisitions. The
current value of the company's machinery and equipment was, in
this way, found to be 41.68 per cent higher than cost. The depreciation which had been provided on machinery was converted at
the same rate as the respective assets and the reserve so determined was found to be 42.76 per cent above depreciation computed
on cost.
The same procedure was followed to convert furniture and fixtures and related depreciation reserve to a current value basis. The
current value was found to be 38.60 per cent higher than cost. The
converted depreciation on furniture and fixtures was 39.4o per
cent higher than cost. Motor trucks, which have a much shorter
life, were found to have a current value of only 12.87 per cent
higher than cost with a correspondingly small indicated adjustment
for accumulated depreciation.
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Fifty Per Cent Increase in Depreciation Indicated
While the current value of the fixed assets of this division of the
plant as a whole was 58.18 per cent more than cost —the increase
of over 6o per cent related to the building weighted downward by
the lower percentages for other fixed asset classifications —the depreciation on these assets on a replacement value basis was disclosed
as 4.9.28 per cent more than the depreciation on cost. The difference between the two figures is due to the fact that the lowest depreciation rate applied to the classification (buildings) most affected by increases in replacement values. Another division of this
company, recently acquired and with properties reappraised as of
the date of acquisition, was not included in this part of the study
for obvious reasons.
For practical purposes it can be said that accumulated depreciation on the company's fixed assets, based on current values, was
shown to be fifty per cent more than that based on cost. This compares with sixty -three per cent, the price index adjustment applied
earlier in this article to 1947 and 1948 depreciation charges, respectively, for two groups of companies. The advantage of the detailed study of one plant was that it was possible to get a more
accurate pattern of acquisition of equipment. As might be expected
and as illustrated in the accompanying chart (Exhibit 1 ) relating
to the company's machinery and equipment acquisitions, the peak
immediately followed the war when prices had moved into the
higher levels. This had the effect of reducing the average percentage increase of depreciation on current value over historical
cost. Had it applied to the company's buildings as well, the reduction might have been more marked.

-925

1930

1935

Examrr 1

1940

1945
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The Effect On Profit
However, in companies which have been in business for a good
many years, it is believed that an addition of fifty per cent to the
annual depreciation charge is not out of line. If the depreciation
in the earlier studies were increased fifty per cent instead of sixty three per cent, the effects on profit would be as follows:
Per Cent
1948
Per Cent
1947
Net profit after Federal
taxes on income........ 1,735,671
Added depreciation .......
314,838
Revised net profit ........ 1,420,833

(In thousands of dollars)
100.
81.86

2,527,837
372,013
2,155,824

100.
85.28

The individual company study was carried to the point of determining the change in net profit if the higher replacement value depreciation charge was used. It was necessary to include the division recently acquired, the fixed assets of which were being depreciated on appraisal figures near replacement costs. The resulting
profit for the most recent year was eighty-one per cent of the reported profit, strikingly similar to revised net profit figures above.
While adjusted profits thus disclose themselves as not far from
eighty per cent of those resulting from depreciation on a cost basis,
this figure would be dangerous to use generally because of the substantial variation of depreciation as a component of cost among
different companies and because varying asset acquisition dates
will affect index comparisons and hence depreciation adjustment.
Nevertheless, in a given company it would not be far off to assume
that the depreciation charge, whatever it is, could well be increased
by fifty per cent and the profit accordingly revised. This figure
will change some from year to year, depending on price fluctuations but the change ought not to be much.
It is not to be implied that changes in price levels affect only
plant accounts. Many companies are recognizing these changes
through the use of the last -in first -out method of inventory valuation, so far as merchandise inventory is concerned. Revaluation
can affect still other items but the problem of plant is one of the
most important. It is hoped that the present analysis throws some
light on this phase of the problem. There should be a greater
consciousness that corporate profits have not increased to the extent often claimed. It is my conviction, after examination of many
statements, that if profits were viewed as a proportion of the volume of business over a period of years, they would show a general
decline.

ESTABLISHING PRIORITY AND PROFITABILITY TESTS
FOR PROPOSED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
by F. J. MUTH
Assistant Controller, Armstrong Cork Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

Projected capital outlays have a way of becoming commitments,
construction in progress, and finished additions in rapid succession,
without first undergoing an adequate sorting out process to disclose
the comparative need for, or reasonable prospects of, the various
additions or replacements. In the present article, classification of
a
capital outlays is suggested and common errors involved
in hasty
evaluation of capital projects are set forth and rectifying approaches pointed out.
HE success of a business enterprise is measured by its ability
to maintain a satisfactory return on the investment. Under
this standard performance, sound business judgment cannot agree
to increasing investment without reasonable expectation that the
earnings record will be maintained or improved. It follows that
funds should not be appropriated for capital additions without
first testing the profitability of such moves.
Figures on our national expenditures for manufacturing plant
and equipment are compiled each year by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the United States Department of Commerce. These records reveal that annual expenditures averaged
two and one half billion in the 1936 to 1941 period. This level was
maintained during the war years. It began to rise in 1945, reaching
six billion in 1946, seven and one half billion in 1947, and nine
billion in 1948. Estimates for 1949 indicate a total of eight billion.

T

Some Results ofExpansion to Serve Postwar Volume
This heavy expenditure represents in great part, the fulfillment
of plans blueprinted while the war was drawing to a close. These
postwar plans were largely influenced by the pent up demand for
clothing, housing, household equipment, and automobiles, waiting
to be satisfied just as rapidly as the nation could move from war
to peacetime economy. A result of this keen competition for post
war markets has been the building of over - capacity in a number of
manufacturing industries. Such over - capacity means high break even points and narrow margins of safety. These conditions breed
1187
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an increase in the number of marginal producers, always a threat
to the national economy.
During the past two years we have heard considerable discussion
with respect to the inadequacy of depreciation, computed on the
value at acquisition of low cost facilities, to pay for replacements
at current price levels. The proponents of accelerated depreciation
and other methods of recognizing the need of sums beyond those
supplied by depreciation, are unquestionably sound in attempts to
report profits on a realistic basis.
However, a careful reading of recent papers on suggested procedures for recognizing the inadequacy of depreciation brings out
two significant facts. First there is an admission on the part of
some management groups that a major portion of their recent capital expenditure was made to obtain capacity to service immediate
postwar volumes. Second, this capacity was gained at high cost
due to the waste factor in construction which reflected broken
supply lines, inefficient labor, and insufficiently detailed plans. We
get a feeling, therefore, that perhaps not all postwar investment
which was contracted for with such enthusiasm and urgency, looks
equally desirable in retrospect.
Recognizing that Available Funds are Limited
The funds available for capital expenditure are normally limited. Today, in part at least because of the increasing government
control of the economy, the investing public displays a growing
reluctance to supply venture capital. There is a spreading desire
for security rather than possible profit, accompanied by risk, and
a. shying away from the responsibility of sharing in business ownership. Accordingly, most industries are finding it necessary to
gear their facility improvement and expansion programs to the
funds supplied by depreciation plus such percentage of earnings
as may seem sound to reinvest in the business.
Recent accounting literature presents several well thought out
plans for controlling expenditures for buildings, machinery, and
equipment following the appropriation of funds. The weakness
in these procedures lies in the fact that once the construction of
a building or a piece of machinery is begun there is no alternative except completion, regardless of the final cost.
True control of capital expenditures precedes the period of appropriation. It insists on economic analyses as a prerequisite to
approval of proposed plans. It is impatient with protestations of
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profit based on intuition alone. It demands facts on engineering
estimates, expected sales volumes, and production and distribution costs. It has a firm conviction as to what is consistent with
the long range objective of the business. It is fundamentally interested in whether or not the project will contribute to the earnings position of the company as a whole.
Classifications of Projects for the Capital Budget
The major tool in developing a control plan for capital expenditures is the capital budget. It consists of a listing of the planned
projects which, as mentioned earlier, must be limited in total to
the funds supplied by depreciation plus such additional sums as
management is willing to provide, either from earnings or outside
financing. The immediate purpose of the capital budget is to supply
a basis for financial planning. The approval of this budget does
not automatically appropriate moneys for the specific items appearing therein. Each of these should be presented separately to
the executive group before appropriations are made. However,
there is danger that the magical phrase "in the budget," may bear
weight at the time the individual item is presented. It is important,
then, that the capital budget be built on the basis of a careful
evaluation as to priority of expenditure.
To make such evaluation possible, the budget should be arranged by category or type of expenditure. These categories
might be listed in "A" and "B" groups as follows:
"A" Group
"B" Group
Rebuilding and replacement of Additions for quality improve existing facilities
ment
Additions for safety and
Additions for cost reduction
and health
Additions for capacity
Additions for general plant
Additions for new products
improvements.
The "A" group thus covers expenditures considered necessary to
maintain the plant, property, and equipment in good operating
condition and the "B" group consists of those categories which
represent improvement or expansion of existing facilities or additions for new products.
Group A Projects Have First Call on Operating Funds
Since the "A" group represents expenditures which are essential to maintaining operations, it normally has first call on the
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available funds. A reasonable check on the planned level of expenditure in this group is the annual depreciation charge, tempered
by the fact that in most instances current cost levels are higher
than those in effect at the time the original installations were made.
The timing of replacements of existing facilities requires the
exercise of careful judgment. Such replacements cannot be delayed to the point where threatened breakdowns disrupt production schedules; neither should they be made as rapidly as good
housekeeping or pride in the overall appearance of the plant may
seem to dictate. There is a fine line between these two extremes.
It approaches the wartime slogan: "Use it up, wear it out, make
it do."
A somewhat different measure is required in the listing of the
remaining two categories of the "A" group, additions for safety
and health and additions for general plant improvements (such as
lighting and hard surfacing of roadways and improved plant offices or storerooms). These categories reflect management policy.
They are the frosting on the cake, the luxuries which are "nice to
have," the paternalistic gifts which foster employee and public
goodwill. They do not add to profits except as a reflection of improved employee morale or prestige in customers' eyes. Therefore,
they must be controlled. The requests for these appropriations
usually originate with the plant superintendent, the plant engineer,
or personnel director. An educational program aimed at developing profit consciousness in these men will assist in limiting the demand for this type of expenditure. They should be made to understand that the total of these categories must be kept in reasonable
relationship to the estimate of profits to be returned by the productive facilities.
To reiterate, we can accept the depreciation fund as the check
point for overall control of the total planned "A" group items, with
the understanding that each project will receive individual review
prior to final appropriation of funds.
Group B Projects Require Profit Retention or Outside Money
The source for the funds required for the expenditures budgeted
as "B" group items is either profits retained in the business or outside financing. Such expenditures should not be listed in the
budget unless it has been determined that the commodities to be
produced thereon will return a satisfactory profit. This raises the
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question as to what constitutes a satisfactory profit. Each management group must answer this question in its own way.
One large and nationally known corporation, conspicuous for its
ability to consistently maintain a high return on investment, has
an established policy in regard to group "B" items. This policy
requires cost reduction and capacity projects to return, after taxes,
their full cost in ten years or less, equivalent to a ten per cent annual return after taxes. The policy likewise, requires that investment for new products must return, after taxes, the total cost in five
years or less, equivalent to a 20 per cent return after taxes. When
money is short, this firm may insist that no capital investment be
made which does not return, after taxes, all of its cost in one year.
The quality improvement and cost reduction categories should
have first consideration in the "B" group. Quality improvement
projects reflect the salesman's experience in the competitive standards which must be met if sales volumes are to be maintained and
improved. Cost reduction projects have equal weight in maintaining
competitive position. They mean increased operating efficiencies
and lowered costs, so important in producing the profits necessary
to provide the funds for capital projects. Moreover, failure to
recognize a high priority for cost reduction projects tends to discourage the efforts of production men. Investment in cost reduction and quality improvement should therefore precede investment
in capacity and new products.
The determination of priority of cost reduction and expansion
projects throws a heavy responsibility upon the accountant to
whom management looks for the evaluation of such proposals.
Failure to perform this task accurately will lead management to
errors in judgment and unsound decisions which may have a far reaching effect. Priority ratings, therefore, must be based on
sound economic analyses if the moneys available are to be invested
so as to insure the greatest long -range benefit.
Group "B" projects embracing quality improvement, cost reduction, capacity and new products seem to connote development,
growth, expansion, progress. These are pleasant words. They
conjure up visions of shining new buildings, the latest techniques
in machinery, the production and sale of increased quantities of
superior quality goods. They have a strong appeal to the engineer,
the research and production man, and the salesman, particularly if
these men are more conscious of volume than profit. It is not surprising then that Group "B" projects usually receive the immedi-
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ate and aggressive support of the operating members of the firm.
It is difficult for the accountant to remain completely realistic in
this aura of enthusiasm. Yet he must keep constantly in mind that
the proposed plans need analysis, that it is his duty to record, examine, and assay the supporting data supplied by operating men
and to report his findings to the management group.
Cursory Estimates are Major Pitfalls
The ideal formula for producing a paper profit so glowing as to
dictate the immediate appropriation of funds is sales income, figured at volumes and prices based on the enthusiasm of the salesmen, less manufacturing costs suggested by engineers and production men, less distribution costs estimated on current experience.
The danger in the use of such a formula appears to be obvious, yet
management is all too frequently misled by such optimistic bias,
with disastrous effect on profits. Sound decisions can be reached
only by careful probing of the facts, the "down to earth' facts on
sales volume, engineering, production, and distribution costs.
Sales volumes expected to result from quality improvement, cost
reduction, capacity, or new products projects are logically estimated by the sales organization. They also determine the prices at
which these volumes will be sold. Before the accountant can use
these estimates as a basis for projecting the net sales income to accrue from the investment, tests must be applied to establish their
reliability. The estimated volumes should represent the average
expectation over a business cycle. They should not be tempered
with unusually high activity of a temporary nature. If the proposed investment is planned for an existing product, reference to
the historical record of sales, the relation of this record to some
general index, such as gross national income, and the determination of the rate of acceptance growth, are helpful in checking volume estimates. Examination should also be made as to the per
cent of the industry market represented by the current sales versus
the per cent indicated by the projected volumes.
In doing so, it must be remembered that competition is still in
the fray and may also be planning increased sales volumes. Prices
at current levels should not be applied without giving consideration
as to whether it is reasonable to assume, under existing competition, that increased volumes can be sold without price concession.
The soundness of sales volumes and prices for new products can
be tested by comparison with the published reports and price lists
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of competing producers. The findings resulting from these checks
should be reviewed with the management group and agreement
reached with the sales executives that the projections ar e on a
factual basis.
A searching examination of the engineering estimate will aid in
uncovering the failure to consider all implications of a proposed
investment. Planned increases in production volumes raise the
question of additional space for warehousing raw materials and
finished stocks. Additions to operating facilities mean a heavier
demand on service facilities, such as steam and electric power.
Failure to fully engineer a project results in a low estimate of the
capital expenditure required and, accordingly, inflates the estimated rate of return on the investment, thus misleading the management group responsible for making the appropriation.
For example, an appropriation is requested for $75, 000 to cover
the purchase of five new -type forming machines estimated to inper cent, with increased profit after taxes
crease production by
$10,25o.
The
indicated
return of 15 per cent on the investment
Of
prompts the management group to appropriate the capital funds.
After the installation is completed, it is found that more air is
needed to properly cool the production coming from the forming
machines. The present air compressors are being operated at peak
capacity. So, another $6o, 000 is appropriated for an additional
air compressor plus $50, 000 for the building to house it. After
the air compressor is installed, it is discovered that the wells are
unable to supply the increased amount of water needed for the
after - cooler. So $25, 000 is spent for a water - cooling tower and
circulating pumps.
The original appropriation of $75, 000 has been increased by
$ 135,0 0 0 to a total of $21o,00. The estimated return, after taxes,
of $10, 250 is reduced to a loss of $5,000 by the increased operating
costs represented by the depreciation of the new compressor, the
building, the water tower and circulating pumps, plus the maintenance and power service for these facilities. Investment in the
enterprise has been increased by $21 o,0 00 and its rate of earnings
has been impaired. Volume has been achieved but without profit.
Some Costs are Easy to Miss at the Planning Stage
Estimates of production cost — including material formulation
and usage, labor and expense —are supplied by the plant laboratory
and the industrial engineer and the production department. These
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data need careful review before they are incorporated into the
profit projection, since the under or over - estimating of a ny of
these segments of cost will have a marked effect upon the result. In
making this review, the following queries should be helpful:

io

i. Are the allowances for scrap or off -goods materials consistent with standards allowed in existing similar production lines or in what is known of competitors' experience?
2. Have the direct, indirect and supervisory labor charges
been figured at current wage rates?
3. Has a check been made to determine whether wage rate
changes are contemplated in the near future?
4. Have overtime and shift differential costs and incentive
allowances to be incurred at the projected production level
been recognized?
5. Has allowance been made for the cost of social security,
group insurance, and other employee benefit programs?
(This is a significant item since it amounts to approximately
per cent of the total labor bill in most industries
today.)
6. Have the estimates in machine speeds and the limitations
put on capacity by bottleneck operations been thoroughly
analyzed? (The percentage of labor and expense costs
represented in a unit of production is directly affected by
the rate at which materials flow through an operation.
Miscalculation of capacity per hour resulting from incorrect machine speeds will accordingly produce misleading projections of production costs.)
7. Does the average maintenance cost over the expected life
of the new installation seem reasonable in view of past
experience in maintenance costs on similar types of
machinery?
The cost of obsoleting existing facilities is of prime importance
in evaluating proposed new investments. Under normal accounting procedure, the undepreciated value of facilities to be retired
must be absorbed before calculating the return. Without recognition of this cost of making a change, true comparisons of the return on the new versus the old investment are not possible. The
unrecovered cost of facilities to be retired is sometimes of such
magnitude that profits from the proposed investment cannot absorb
them and still show a satisfactory return over the life of the new
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investment. This is particularly true in those cases where management has failed to recognize obsolescence as rapidly as it took
place and suddenly discovers itself unable to compete cost -wise
with companies manufacturing on new facilities.
A situation such as this calls for a searching analysis. It is obvious that, if no change is made, current returns cannot be improved and will probably weaken against competition armed with
the very latest technical developments. If the company is convinced that it should continue in the business, sound economics
would seem to dictate that the proposed new investment be weighed
exclusive of the obsolescence cost, on the premise that such obsolescence is applicable to prior years and that earnings of those
years were overstated to the extent that they failed to reflect adequate depreciation charges.
New Products and Increased Volumes Do Not Sell Themselves
A common error found in profit projections is the assumption
that new products and increased volumes of existing products can
be moved into the hands of consumers without incurring additional selling or administrative expense. Additional quantities of
finished goods are rarely moved without creating a desire for them
through an expanded advertising program or through more selling
effort in ferreting out and establishing new markets. As volume
grows, administrative services such as billing, accounts receivable,
credit and accounting require more personnel. The work load from
supervisors up to top executives increases, assistants are assigned,
and recognition of heavier performance is reflected in increased
salary levels.
So we must conclude that distribution costs are not fixed. They
vary with volume. Because there is a certain tenacity or "stickiness" in operating procedures, these costs do not increase as fast
as, volumes in an expanding business. Conversely, they tend to
remain high after peak volumes have been reached and the production level recedes. Accordingly, profit projections for new
products or existing products should contain an allowance for
selling and administrative costs which recognizes the demand over
a business cycle. Such allowance should not be tinged with the
relatively low costs experienced during the sellers' market which
existed during the postwar years. Our national economy is just
beginning to reflect the effects of the swingover to a buyers' market and most companies are becoming increasingly aware that dis-
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tribution costs will have to rise if sales are to continue at the current high levels.
Report Card for Capital Projects Wbich Have Been Installed
The final step in the procedure for control of capital expenditures is the "make good" report. Its purpose is to inform management as to whether the experience from new investments conforms with the projected earnings. It answers the questions, "Did
this installation realize the estimated profits ?" and, "if not, why
not ? ". It brings to light inaccurate estimating and abnormal costs
resulting from uncontrollable circumstances.
The "make good" report is ordinarily submitted following the
first six months of normal operation. If the installation fails to
make good in this period, additional tests should be made at regular intervals until it is successful or until it is agreed that it is impossible to attain the estimated profits. Through the "make good"
report procedure, the whole organization is made aware that the
management not only recognizes but also discharges its responsibility for maintaining the earnings level on investment.

role,

Today's Decisions are Tomorrow's Profits
It is apparent from this discussion that the accountant plays a
heavy role in the evaluation of plans for capital expenditures. It
is a role which requires an understanding of the long -range objectives of the business and the ability to form opinions as to what
is consistent with these objectives. To play this
the accountant must be able to present the conclusions drawn from his analyses in clear and understandable language. He must be skilled in
the management art of guiding his associates to sound decisions
through staff counselling. But it is an enjoyable role, one which
represents the ultimate development of the accountant's technique.
Industrial management is presently operating in a highly competitive atmosphere. Its task is being made increasingly difficult
by government controls aimed at narrowing the profit margin.
The risk attendant to venture capital appears to be growing greater.
The need for a program of evaluation of proposed capital expenditures is obvious. Today's decisions as to how available capital
is to be employed will largely determine the ability to maintain an
adequate return on investment in the years ahead.

PLANNED CONTROL OF COSTS IN THE RESEARCH DIVISION
OF AN OIL COMPANY
by W. L. McKINNON
Office Manager, Exploration and Production, Research Division,
Shell Oil Co.,
Houston, Texas

The factors on which research projects are evaluated and the
limits within which they are budgeted in an oil company in which
exploration and production research endeavors have been committed to a division established since the war and now staffed with
a personnel of r¢o, is narrated in the present paper. The author
deals both with the significance of research to the company and
with the detail of procedures through which research outlays are
passed on and accounted for.
HE scope of the operations'of the Research Division in our

T company is exploration and production research, with a staff of
approximately i4o employees including administrative, research,
laboratory, office, and other service personnel. A director is the
administrative head of the division and is aided by two associate
directors: One associate is concerned with exploration and the
other with prdduction. They act as liaison representatives between
the research staff and the operating departments for exchange
of information, ideas and results.
Formulation of the Research Program
Early each year, the director and the associate directors hold
group meetings with research staff for review of the current program and discussion of individual ideas proposed 'for the future
program. From these discussions the foundation for the next
year's program is formulated. In our organization the program
divides into activities related to problem research and those concerned with basic research. Our objectives are to devise and develop better techniques for finding oil and better techniques for
recovering the oil, once it is found. Evaluation of the ideas is
based on:
i. Emphasis placed on the items to the discovery or recovery
of which the proposal is directed.
2. Time required to perform the work.
1197
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Availability and capability of personnel.
Anticipated benefits.
Likelihood of success.
Prior research by others.

Although the goals of an oil company are the same as those of
other companies, the improvement of competitive position and
profits, it will be noted that the foregoing list of enumerated points
of evaluation are somewhat more remote from instant operating results than might be given for a manufacturing company for which
research projects would probably be undertaken only if they
promised to reduce operating expenses, or improve product in a
tangible and immediate way. The difference results from the
nature of the oil industry and the characteristics of extractive as
distinguished from processing operations.
Budgeting Research Staff Operating Costs
No attempt is made to detail a program by individual projects.
Our budget is generalized and the director is given authority for
approval of the projects necessary to accomplish aims set out by
the program. Individual amounts are set up for each general aim
but the director is held responsible only for the total amount of the
research budget.
During progress of a program, developments may occur which
destroy prospects of success in a particular project and a quick
decision must be made to stop the work. Quite often an urgent
need arises for a solution of the difficulties presented by one
project, necessitating postponment of other research work. Another
deciding factor with respect to preference among and emphasis on
projects is that nothing breeds success like success. Consequently,
in order to achieve desired results, the assignment of work to the
research staff must be based on individual desire and interest, that
is, the work must appeal to the scientific curiosity and ambition
of the researcher. The majority of project ideas originate from
the research staff, itself. It is natural, also that the subject matter
of projects are reviewed constructively with the operating departments before work is started.
In the absence of the project -by- project budgetary control common to manufacturing companies, we make a review to determine
that the undertakings of the research staff are in proportion so far
as the two principal phases of research are concerned and that
they do not exceed research staff facilities.
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A per cent applicable to exploration and one applicable to production is applied each budget item (general aim, as previously
indicated and the total research dollars to be expended for each
aim is calculated on this basis. Overall percentages for the two
categories are also applied to the budget as a whole.
For example, on a million dollar research budget, if the calculations resulted in $700,00o for exploration and $30 0,0 00 for production, then we say our program shows us 7 0 070 for exploration
and 30°70 for production. If this is in line with the general plan,
we can proceed without change.
With respect to a balance of the total estimated cost of the
budget projects and facilities a total direct cost per research man
year is determined, based on average yearly salary plus standard
ratio of material to labor. To this is added average overhead per
research man year as a percentage of direct labor. These figures
might be:
Direct labor cost per research man year.......
Material (30070) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Overhead (509'o) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$4,000

T ot a l cost pe r r es . m a n ye a r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7, 200

1,200
2,000

This standard, applied to the average number of research personnel or man years, provides a ceiling for the research budget,
so far as staff activities are concerned, as compared with the total
amount estimated for the various operating budget items and aims.
The items are reviewed and, if necessary, brought into balance
by adjustment. It is necessary to exclude from the calculations
both personnel and expense of unusual activities such as outside
research, outside consultants, or any item having a type of expense
which radically differs from normal research work. From a management point of view, if a budget reduction is in order, operations can be curtailed only by a stated reduction in number of
total research staff, either through a cut in the total staff or by
elimination of man years set up for a given item on the program.
Budgeting and Control ofResearch Plant and Equipment Cost
So far this paper has dealt primarily with the operating or
staff phase of the research budget. In addition, a related capital
budget must be prepared, submitted, and approved. Procedure
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for approval of capital projects is a familiar feature of both operating and research endeavors in most companies and it will, therefore, be necessary to mention only a few highlights of our capital
budget. Against the approved appropriations, authority for expenditure forms are issued and approved committing the funds,
before construction is started. (Because of the nature of office
furniture and equipment, a separate capital budget is submitted,
grouped into additions and replacements and detailed as to type
of equipment, i.e., chairs, desks, calculating machines, etc.) At
the completion of a job the expenditures accumulated are transferred to one of the following asset accounts of the Research
Division:
i . Land.
2.

Buildings.

3. Research equipment.

4. Scientific apparatus and
equipment.
5. Office furniture and equipment.
6. Automotive equipment.

For control of capital expenditures for the Research Division
the head office is furnished two statements, these are: ( i ) estimated quarterly capital expenditures, by remaining quarters of the
year and carryover to following periods, and (s) monthly capital
expenditures statement giving totals by appropriations, commitments, and expenditures already made. The office manager is
charged with the responsibility of determining that necessary
approvals have been secured on the expenditure authorizations
(designated as "A.F.E.'s ") that appropriations are not overcommitted, and that any overexpenditures are approved. The management must be kept currently informed of the status of commitments against appropriations and expenditures against commitments. A monthly capital expenditure statement is issued for
local current review, detailed by individual "A.F.E.'s ".
Physical verification of the capital division's assets is made at
least once every three years. This is necessary to check on location of equipment and unrecorded abandonment or dismantlement
of equipment, so that a retirement memo may be made for adjustment of the asset records.
Accounting Control Fashioned to Bear Lightly on Research Staff f
The Research Division has some similarity to a branch factory
or office in its accounting relationship. Certain monthly, quar-
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is

i.e.

is

terly, and yearly reports and schedules are furnished to the company's head office. However, we operate on a decentralized basis
with full responsibility for payment of both payrolls and invoices.
Division bank accounts are used and our receipts are in the form
of inter -bank transfers. The amounts of checks are based on our
estimated requirements. Trial balances are prepared monthly from
the ledger accounts. As a safeguard that the rules of the game are
being followed, a check is made yearly by the public accounting
firm which the company engages and by its internal auditing staff.
One school of thought is that principal care must be taken that
that research
not tied down by red tape,
research
not
susceptible of measurement but will be materially reduced by rigid
accounting and control of each item of expense. A majority of
the research men, because of the nature of their training and experience, have not been conditioned to be what has come to be
called "cost conscious." Generally we subscribe to the above principle. Our prime purpose is to aid the research man and not to
have him worry about costs. No attempt is made to burden him
with daily, weekly, or monthly reports of his expenditures nor to
have him waste his time by attempting to explain differences in
his budget vs. actual figures. In fact, we do not give him any
project cost figures as a regular item. If he inquires or is interested, we gladly show him the figures and explain them. Our
interest lies in approvals, wherein we exercise control over all expenditures.
Industrial Projects and Responsibility for Outlays
Our operating and capital budgets for the Research Division
having been approved, the latter broken down into amounts by
general objectives (aims) and into proportions for exploration
and production —, a form (Exhibit i) is completed for each active
project by the laboratory manager at the beginning of the year
or when a new project is started. Made in quadruplicate, it is forwarded to the division's accounting section for registration and
commitment of funds against the operating budget. If a n e w
project, a new number is assigned. Each project retains its
original assigned number indefinitely whether active, inactive, completed, or discarded. From this form, the accounting section is
notified of the percentages decided upon as applicable to exploration and production in the manner previously described. This information has been inserted by the associate directors represent-
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E & P RESEARCH DIVISION
REQUEST FOR RESEARCH PROJECT AUTHORIZATION

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Exploration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % *
Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % *

Project No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Budget Item . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Regis tr at ion Da te . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Project Title:
No. of man years: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Amount: $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Remarks:
Emp loyee Re s pon si b le for P r oj e ct .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
(Can Approve Project Expense Up to
$50.00)
Recommended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Approved .... ...............................
Note: Prepare in quadruplicate. After approval and registration, Accounting Department will retain original and distribute copies:
Two to Laboratory Manager
*Agreed to by Associate Directors.
One to Office Manager
EXHIBIT 1

i n g t h e s e t wo p h a s e s of t h e wor k .

(Disagreements are resolved
by the director.)
In addition to the project number, the form shows reference
to the budget item in which is included the registration date,
project title, remarks, man years, amount in dollars, and a cap-

tion for "employee responsible for project." Provision is made
for "recommended" and "approved" lines. Approval rests only
with the director or, in the event of his absence, the laboratory
manager as his delegate. The space for the signature of the employee responsible for the project provides means by which the
employee so designated is automatically placed on the list of employees authorized to approve expenditures chargeable to the project number indicated.
Also, this employee is responsible for the issuance of the progress reports of the project. This is another control which is extremely important, i.e., a written research report. It is an aid to
the director and to the head office for proper supervision of the
work as well as a protection of the company's investment in research. No paper on accounting for research cost would be complete unless the author pointed out the importance of the written
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research report. It is truly a major function in accounting for the
manner in which the research dollar is being expended.
Procedure Related to Required Materials and Services
Material purchases, stores issues, outside services, shop work,
drafting, etc., can be controlled by limiting delegation of authority
for approval given the employee responsible, to amounts from $io
to $too, subject to higher approval when the amount of the proposed outlay exceeds delegation. It may serve to emphasize our
effort to aid the research group, if it is pointed out that when a
laboratory assistant requires material or equipment from stores
stock —quite often they do not know what they want, for it may
be a question of substitution —he signs the issue ticket for receipt
of the material and he is permitted to take both back with him for
further approval in the laboratory.
A copy of the issue ticket is retained by the stores office to follow up for return of properly approved original. This is a simple
but expedient and practical method to facilitate issues under certain circumstances. As applied to items of equipment as well as
of materials, quite often requests for higher approval of the use
of the item drawn from stores brings out the fact that a $250 machine may require still another $250 expenditure to service it, such
as plumbing changes, electrical circuit revamping, etc. The procedure protects the company against snap judgment. It aids the
employee by making constructive thinking and discussion of the
proposed unit necessary. Also, the question of capitalization is
checked and where necessary an "A.F.E." is formally approved
before work is started.
Also on the list of those authorized to approve expenditure for
the division are the employees who are considered responsible for
the general service, expense, and overhead accounts of the division.
Our accounts in this category are the usual accounting, stenographic, personnel, reproduction, stores, cafeteria, utilities, air
conditioning, and equipment maintenance, accounts to name a few.
A monthly report comparing budgeted with actual expenditures for the year -to -date serves as a tool of control for these accounts for local management. A detailed budget is made up as a
part of the yearly operating budget. The totals of these accounts
are allocated to the research projects as discussed later in this
paper.
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REQUISIT ION FOR MATERIAL

Ship to:
and
Shell Oil Company, Incorporated
State
This space for use by area, division or head office only
Purchase or transfer from

Via

F. O. B.

Terms

Description
rQuanti
wired
eq

T

Describe fully giving catalogue
or book of standard reference
when available. Group identical E
classes of material as much as M
possible

Drawing No.

I Estimate No.

Dept. requiring

Approvals

Purchase
price

I Date

Maker
Dept. head
Asst. supt.
Supt.

Plant location (deliver to)
To be used for
Charge a/c
Request No.

Makers
estimate
cost

Storekeeper
Date required

Instructions: (distribution)
Maker: Retain Part 5
Submit all other parts
to stores department

Requisition No. (prefix). ....

Stores Dept.: Number and handle
Retain Part 2 for numerical file,
Part 3 for job order file. Forward
Part 1 to purchasing department,
return Part 4 to maker.
EXHIBIT 2

SEpecial Question Presented by Stores Handling
In a research organization the question of stores stock is a very
important item and, as related to costs, must be controlled to prevent both tangible and intangible losses. It is not possible to carry
sufficient stock on hand to meet the needs of the specialized material requests received. It is important not to "cool off" the drive
and enthusiasm of a research worker by being unable to produce
material in a reasonable period of time.
An attempt is being made to create a high level of confidence
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in our stores section and when "Rush" is placed on a requisition
(Exhibit 2 ) or a specified date is shown, we make every effort to
meet the request on time or beforehand. At the same time, it is
a matter of cooperation and ingenuity to educate the staff personnel not to mark every requisition "Rush ". In many cases research is comparable to operations. When equipment is inoperative, profits are not realized and money is lost by idle labor
waiting for the necessary repair material. One employee in our
stores section serves as material expediter and it is his job to
deliver the goods on schedule.
It is necessary to review the stock ledger cards and to list all
inactive material and follow it up with the interested personnel for
disposition. Further, surplus material (wire is a large item with
us) must be currently listed and attempts made to sell it second
hand, so as to convert it to cash. It may be in order to transfer an item to other locations within the company. Quite often
new material becomes surplus, due to obsolescence or substitution
of something better for the job or discontinuation of the line of
attack on the project.
Some years ago, a survey revealed that eighty per cent of the
stores issues tickets were being prepared for items having a unit
cost of less than $i and that the total value of the items was less
than five per cent of the total stores issues. Because of inflated
price in recent years, the comparable unit cost figure is probably
about $2. It is now our policy to classify material, having a unit
cost of less than $ 2 and carried in stock as small stores and to
charge it directly to expense when purchased. This cuts down
materially on paper work by handling the item in storeroom opertions as "free" material. Our chemical stocks are handled in like
manner. A separate storeroom is provided and, since this material
is usually issued in small quantities, it is charged to expense when
purchased.
Report to Local and Top Management Complete Control Structure
For benefit of the local management and the vice president in
head office under whose jurisdiction we operate, a quarterly research expenditure statement is issued. For further local control,
a one -copy monthly report is issued and circulated to local management. This serves as a guide as to the projects on which excess
monies are being spent. Normally the contacts are close enough
in an organization of our size, so that the reason is known and no
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EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION RESEARCH DIVISION
March 1, 1949
Schedule of Accounts
(001 -099) Asset and Liability Ac- 040 -049 Prepaid and Deferred
counts
Charges
001 -005 Cash
070 -089 Intracompany Controls
006 -011 Accounts Receivable
090 -099 Accounts Receivable Sus012 -019 Inventories
pense Affiliated CompaCapital Accounts
nies
020 -029 Asset
051 -059 Accounts Payable
030 -039 Reserves
060 -069 Accruals
100 -199

Research Expense Accounts
100 Administration
101 Exploration— Projects are numbered
serially within the 10000 series
102 Production— Projects are numbered
serially within the 20000 series
116 Shop exchange
140 Building— Operation
117 Engineering
141 Building— Maintenance
119 Miscellaneous
142 Building —Air Conditioning Main 120 Small Stores expense
tenance
143 Building —Plant changes
145 Small Tools and equipment
146 Equipment maintenance

300 -399

General Service, Expense and Overhead Accounts

310 Accounting
323 Books, memberships, and
311 Stenographic
subscriptions
312 Personnel — Industrial relations 324 Cafeteria expense
313 Personnel— Training
325 Automotive
314 Services— General (library, reproduction, mail, and file)
315 Stores expense
327 Cafeteria provisions
318 Employees' activities
344 Utilities
319 Miscellaneous
346 Equipment maintenance
320 Small stores expense
347 Grounds
321 Absences with pay
348 Retirement expense
322 Stationery and office expense
371 Stores write -offs (inventory adjustments)
372 Miscellaneous income
381 Insurance
373 Cafeteria sales
382 Head office expense
380 Taxes
390 Depreciation
EXHIBIT 3
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check or investigation is required. The quarterly statement provides the following information:
Project
Description
Subject caption as outlined in budget.
Brief description of project.
Labor.
Material, including services.
Overhead.
Total for quarter.

Original budget amount for
year.
Additions or revisions of
budget.
Actual year -to -date over- or
underexpenditures
Percentages and dollars applicable to exploration and production.

Budget for quarter.
Depreciation and outside research are shown as aftercosts at
bottom of report after subtotals. Overhead accounts are allocated
to the several projects on the basis of direct research labor, with
a few accounts on total direct labor and material basis. If the over or underexpenditure is quite large and represents a change in
emphasis of the work, adjustments are made in the third quarter
against the committed operating budget by utilizing uncommitted
funds or making adjustments to other de- emphasized or postponed
project commitments.
In summary, the control of research operating expenditures is
effected by:
i . Initial approval and commitment of funds for each project
as determined by the division within the overall company
research budget which amounts are allocated by aims
rather than projects.
z. Limiting delegation for outlays to specified amounts for
employees responsible for projects or expense accounts.
3. Monthly report of budget and actual expenditures in the
general service, expense, and overhead categories.
4. Monthly local and quarterly company report of authorized as compared with actual research expenditures, detailed as to projects.
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EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION RESEARCH
LIST OF JOURNAL VOUCHERS
Effective January 1, 1950

Number
Description
1 Payroll distribution, including company contribution to provident fund
and set up to clearing account for clearance of social security tax,
Compensation Insurance and Pension Trust.
2 Set up actual social security, compensation insurance and pension
trust amounts.
3 Cash audits
4 Stores issues
5 Material transfers
6 D112 transfers
7 Incoming charges from head office
8 Incoming charges from other departments (excluding head office)
9 Personal expense statements
10 Overhead applied
11 Miscellaneous charges to affiliated companies, sundry debtors and
other departments.
12 Miscellaneous charges to accounts receivable
13 Bank deposits
14 Cash receipts
15 Cash disbursements
16 Cancelled checks
17 Clearance of affiliated companies' balances
18 Clearance of other departments' balances
19 Payroll deductions
20 Miscellaneous income
21 Stores inventory adjustments
22 Depreciation
23 Taxes and insurance
24 Life insurance absorbed by company
25 Close out deferred charge items
26 Miscellaneous adjustments
27 Clearance of head office suspense to head office control
28 Anticipated charges and credits
29 Reversal of previous months anticipated charges and credits
30 Transfers and retirements
31 Construction to fixed assets
32 Transfer auto expenses to specific accounts
33 Transfer of charges less than $25 for other departments to be absorbed by us
35 Miscellaneous entries
EXHIBIT 4
5. Issu ance of res ear ch pr ogr ess re ports , mont hl y, and al so
of final project reports on completion.
6. Pr op er personal supervision and daily contact with the
research staff. Instigation to ascertain corrective steps
where they a ppear neces sary.
In ou r ca se t he re spon sibi lity for the contr ol r ests primaril y on
the director of research, the two associate directors, the laboratory
ma n age r a n d the office manager. Th e as socia te d i re ct or s p la y a
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vital part in the encouragement and critical and constructive review of the progress of the research program.
Accounting Records ofthe Researcb Division
Some of the particulars of the division's record keeping may be
of interest. As shown in Exhibit 3, all of the general ledger or
major accounts are coded by the use of a three -digit number, ooi
to 399• Four -digit numbers, beginning with i000 are used for
"A.F.E." authorizations on capital projects. Five -digit numbers,
Io,000-to 29,999, are used for project numbers and the series,
5o,000 to 6o,000, for work orders. Three -digit numbers, 500 to
999, are also used for job orders and revert back to Soo after 999
is used. Automotive equipment is assigned five digit numbers
and these are used as detail numbers. Through the assignment of
the numbers, it is easy to tell at a glance just what account or type
of account is being charged. No general ledger account reference
number is required under a manual system of accounting for the
subsidiary ledger accounts as the digit identification automatically
determines the general ledger account.
The following subsidiary ledgers, or equivalents, are maintained:
Accounts receivable ledger
2. Deferred charges detail ledger
3. Manufacturing work in progress ledger
4. Incomplete construction ledger for "A.F.E.'s"
I.

5. Research project ledger.
6. Open items on a voucher register to serve as a subsidiary
ledger for accounts payable.
7. Sundry general ledger accounts posted in columnar detail to
provide specific information for reports or reference.
Some Aspects of Records Operations and Closings
Recently we placed our payrolls and expense distribution on
tabulating equipment utilizing the equipment in our area office. It
is now necessary, on basis data, to show the feature codes which
follows:
II—Shop labor
oI —Labor
I2—Shop material
o 2 — Material
14—Shop overhead
03 —Cash audits
o4— Overhead on labor
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No code is shown for traveling expense paid to individuals.
This is handled by a separate journal entry covering all traveling
expense statements monthly, posted as a material charge in the
accounts. For better analysis of the project costs, the charges
originating from shop work are segregated from other direct labor
and material charges. (Incidentally, no posting of general expense
and overhead is made to the project sheets. The allocation of this
expense is made on the worksheets prepared for the research expenditure statement and appears only on this statement.)
Our monthly closeouts of expenses to the general ledger accounts are accomplished by a journal method of totals only. Approximately thirty -five journal entries are used monthly, and these
have permanent numbers assigned as shown in Exhibit 4. A trial
balance and a debit billing to head office for the total research expense are prepared monthly. This closes the month's business.
Subsequent analyses are prepared and furnished to the office
manager for proper follow up and review of the following:
i. Accounts receivables, sundry debtors, claims.
Employees' temporary advances.
3. Bank reconciliations regular and payroll.
4. Cafeteria operations profit and loss.
5. Deferred charges.
6. Expenses by feature classifications.
7. Manufacturing work in progress.
2.

Of interest may be the means whereby auxiliary services are
charged to the research projects. Labor and material of the research shops are charged directly to the project number worked
on. Labor in the drafting room is also charged directly to the research project. Drafting material is incidental and is handled
as a general expense item along with idle time, if any. Other services as reproduction (ozalid, photostat and multilith), stenographic,
janitor, etc., are charged to general expense accounts.
Point of Control is at Origination of Charges to Cost
:In summary, the accounting for costs of the Research Division
of our company somewhat follows the general pattern of industry
with operating and capital budgets, job order system, expense accounts, overhead accounts, justification for investment of monies,
and good administration and supervision, all of which are necessary tools for good management.
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I believe firmly that the best accounting and control is achieved
by simplification and proper control at the source, i.e., proper approval of the original charge, to capital or expense. When these
are properly administered and controlled, the subsequent breakup
or allocation of expenses will fit naturally within a desired pattern.
Such breakups are historical or statistical and usually include
added costs over which the person. responsible at the source has
no jurisdiction or control. Spread or allocated costs quite often
only confuse the source costs. The point is that breakup of overhead and general expense is frequently superfluous and time consuming and at the same time lessens the value of a report for purposes of control. It is the accounting manager's task to appraise
critically all reports —to keep them simple —in order that he may
best fulfill his place in management.
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Working Up To The Well- Written Report
Report writing is a skill that may be generally acquired, once a few basic
principles have been mastered. Those dealt with here mainly concern the
type of report which calls for analysis of an operating situation or condition and a recommendation in the light of the facts. Thus, attention must
be given initially to problem analysis and then applied to the report proper.
There is no sure formula for problem analysis but the following points
must of necessity be covered if proper foundations for the final report are
to be laid:
1. What is the basic problemf In some business problems the issues
stand out clearly. Other problems may be so complex that what is
at first considered to be the central problem will turn out to be only
a part of a more serious one. A decision as to the basic problem is
paramount in order to provide a focal point for the ultimate reasoning. If the basic problem is obscure, confidence must be felt that a
review of all the facts involved will eventually point to one definite
objective and the approach to the problem should be with this in
mind.
2. What are the elements behind the basic problem? A serious business
problem frequently offers no point of attack when viewed in its
entirety. The task becomes easier if the central problem is broken
into its component parts so that each part may be analyzed separately. However, when analyzing component elements of a problem,
it is desirable to use the basic problem, consciously, as a guide in
order to keep the final objective of the analysis always in sight.
However, it is helpful to be on the alert for hitherto undisclosed
relationships among the elements of a problem to give greater coherence and depth to the analysis.
3. What questions must be answeredf A logical conclusion cannot be
reached until answers have been provided to all questions importantly involved. A series of questions should be set up and the start
for each element of the problem, their sole purpose being to insure
a complete investigation of each element. Preparing such a list of
questions is not always an easy matter. If it be supposed for a
moment that the problem at hand is centered about the installation
of accounting machines and that the element being studied is flexibility, the following questions might be asked to secure coverage:
Are the machines complete in themselves for the operation
required?
If the cost system should be revised substantially would the
machines still be usable without additional cash outlay?
Are the machine operations dependent upon highly- trained
operators or could semi - trained operators be used in an emergency?
All such questions must be answered before any reasonable
conclusions may be reached for the individual elements and
for the overall problem.
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4. What is the relative importance of each bit of evidence! The facts
and pieces of evidence accumulated are in need of appraisal. The
most common method of organizing the evidence is to determine the
"pro" and "con" arguments for each element under consideration.
At this stage of the analysis, no attempt should be made to shape
up opinions or conclusions. If the mind is already closed on certain
points, it will be impossible to give proper consideration to all facts
in whatever direction they seem to lead. It is necessary to remain
strictly objective to afford proper treatment to the arguments that
present themselves.
5. What conclusions are indicated! At this stage, then, there exist a
series of questions based on each element of the basic problem and
a list of arguments "pro" and "con ", connected with each element.
It is now in order to formulate a conclusion for each element. A
careful review of the evidence at hand will make it clear which
group of arguments seems the stronger. It should be kept in mind
that it is not the number but the weight of arguments that is the
proper guide.
Despite their importance the results of the foregoing procedure should
not be mistaken for an outline for the final report. The outline for
the report, itself, is a feature of presentation, rather than analysis and is
aimed at achieving proper emphasis, clarity, and continuity. Any type of
outline may be used which will best assist in preparing a logical arrangement of arguments, evidence, and conclusions. Following the completion
of the outline, a rough draft of text is frequently necessary, a sort of trial run with emphasis on structure rather than wording. The principal purpose
of a written report is to make its conclusion convincing. The draft should
give more attention to complete coverage than to grammar and diction.
These can be smoothed out later. Careful last moment consideration should
be given at this point to alternative courses of action suggested by the evidence and the arguments for their rejection should be explicit. It should
be apparent that all sides of the question have been given adequate consideration, especially the more important arguments against the position taken.
Certain qualities must be added by the final report. Three primary characteristics of good reports are clarity, proper emphasis, and persuasiveness.
Beyond these are the basic rules that the writer use good English throughout and that he write in a style most natural to himself. Many reports lose
their effectiveness because of a stilted style or through the use of awkward
or lax expressions not always appreciated by the readers of the report.
Clarity is almost always improved by the use of summaries. There are
many ways of using summaries and each person should use the type that
best fits his style or the report that is being written. Long reports usually
require a better summary technique than short ones. The three most common uses of summaries are indicated below:
1. The conclusion supplemented by a few supporting statements, is used
as the opening paragraph of the report. This practice tends to give
the reader an overall picture of the problem and will enable him to
follow the logic more closely. Also, the reader does not have to
study the entire report to determine the stand taken by the writer.
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2. The conclusion without prior summarization, is placed at the close
of the report. This method gives the reader a chance to absorb and
analyze the report without knowing what the recommended action
is going to be, tending to make him more objective.
3. The third common method is a confirmation of the others. It employs both an opening and a closing summary, the closing summary
being given in greater detail.
Clarity is further enhanced by brief summaries within the body of the
report.
Report continuity aids clarity by linking each paragraph to those before
and after. The content of a paragraph is more readily absorbed when it
contains only one major idea. Each paragraph should be highlighted by a
topic sentence to give the reader direction or perhaps even a preview of the
whole. Paragraphs written in this manner will tend to tie all arguments in
with the conclusion and readers will be able to advance from one idea to the
next with a minimum of effort.
Emphasis is almost equally important. Good ideas are sometimes overlooked because they have not been given the proper emphasis in a report.
It is difficult, when reading such a report, to distinguish the major and
minor issues. It would be helpful for this purpose if it were in order to
indicate pertinent points by a red arrow or similar device. However, business practice limits such action to the underlining of key words, the use
of heavy print, or employment of italics. Nevertheless there are definite
ways to apply emphasis to report content. One very common way is to
present the most important point or element first and to go on to the other
arguments in order of importance. Another method is to devote more space
to major issues. The length of related paragraphs, will itself, be a signal
to the reader that greater emphasis is placed on the particular argument.
Emphatic words may be used to add emphasis to points which might otherwise be overlooked.
:Persuasiveness is largely a result of other basic qualities. If the report
has clarity and emphasis, it is bound to have a degree of persuasiveness.
Persuasiveness is further amplified by good use of the facts and evidence
available. Positive evidence will be accepted by the reader per se. However,
assumptions and opinions of the writer require special treatment. Assumptions are often proper but they should be made only when they bear on
the problem and attention should be given to them. Statement of the considerations making the assumption appropriate is also helpful.
There is no one way of approaching the problem of how to write a report, but the principles outlined here will be found serviceable in any method
selected. The problem must be broken down into its component parts. All
important questions which might be raised by the reader must be answered
if a logical conclusion is to be reached. The final report is then written
around the conclusion, with its recommended course of action, and the evidence is presented in a clear and convincing manner with emphasis placed
on the important aspects.
Contributed by LYLE M. FARNEM, Rochester Chapter

HOW WILL CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS VARY WITH
SALES VOLUME?
by P. M. CHIUMINATTO,
Secretary & Treasurer, Hoberg Paper Mills,
Green Bay, Wis.

The financial aspects of the volume of business done have received less current emphasis than the cost aspects. However, there
can be many surprises, not all of them pleasant, in store for the
company which omits to consider carefully the amount of working capital and the fixed assets needed for proposed operations
and to determine whether or not it can sustain such operations or
cope, from a financial viewpoint, with marked upward or downward fluctuations. A ready procedure for determining the "variable capital" requirements of an enterprise is offered and illustrated in this article.
expansion of operations, every program to increase
E VERY
sales, brings with it —in addition to the direct problems of the
proposal itself —two fundamental questions which are of interest
and concern to the financial officers of the company. These two
questions are:
i. How much fixed capital will it take?
2 . How much variable capital will it take?
In the fast - moving era in which today's business is operated,
every short cut and every possible means of cutting through red
tape and arriving at conclusions represents time and money saved
for other important things.
However, it is likewise important to get correct answers. If
too much capital is being used, it cannot earn its proper rate of
return. Not only does this lead to lax handling of financial matters, easy credit, etc., but in addition, the hazards of penalties
under Section roe of the Internal Revenue Code are greater. If
too little capital is available, sales are lost, production is held up,
and quality may not be up to standard. Moreover, failure to foresee capital requirements early enough is a prime cause of bankruptcy.
1215
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Variable Capital Presents the Problem
In determining financial requirements, nothing can equal a well
thought out and well worked out cash forecast, with all the detailed
factors and plans for the particular future period taken into consideration. However, elaborate forecasting may go beyond the
practical need or else market conditions or other factors may call
for immediate decisions on financing and working out of the details later.
This article is intended to provide a means of giving financial
officers of a business an over -all picture of variable capital requirements, which, within a reasonable degree of accuracy, will indicate
quickly what has to be done. The fixed capital (not limited to
plant or so- called fixed assets) requirements are not to be considered here because they do not present much of a problem. It is
usually easy to determine what and how much equipment and
working capital are needed to be in business at all. It is the variable capital necessary to finance increased production which is
usually overlooked or under - estimated and presents unexpected
trouble at the most inconvenient time.
The formula offered is not new in itself, but I have found very
few companies which make use of it or know of its possibilities
It consists of breaking down the balance sheet items into fixed and
variable elements, the same as is done for each item of cost or
manufacturing expense when a company is operating under a
flexible budget, thereby arriving at the amount of fixed capital required to operate the business and variable capital needed to finance
the various levels of operations. Once we know the amount of
variable capital needed and can determine on a practical basis how
much will flow into the business because of increased sales, we can
tell how much additional capital will have to come from sources
outside the business, if we are to function smoothly at a higher
volume level. Likewise, once we know the ratio of variable capital
to losses incurred when sales drop, we will know how much
additional capital will be needed to tide the company over the
rough spots, and when it will be called for. The procedural treatment in this article is devoted to a simplified method of determining the variable capital needs of a business, and requires segregation between fixed and variable capital at one volume only. It
therefore will not discuss at any great length how to break down
the individual items on the balance sheet into these categories. It
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will suffice to say that the procedure is much the same as that used
in flexible budgeting. There are three main ways:
i. Plotting of values by volume and drawing a trend line
through the cluster of the dots, thereby arriving at the
fixed and variable elements. This method is to be used
where it is difficult or impractical to determine the fixed
and variable content by any other means.
2. Working out the fixed and variable content by analyzing
each item, based on knowledge and experience of the
business. This is the most accurate method, and gives the
best results.
3. A combination of the above two methods. This is to be
used where some items can be measured and others cannot.
Method ofWorking Out Variable Capital Ratios
Our present purpose, the development of ratios through which
a practical determination of variable capital needs can be made,
will be served by the case history of the A. B. C. Manufacturing
Company. The treasurer has been troubled over the years with
the effects upon the company of inflation, deflation, expansion,
contraction, plans to increase sales, plans to cut back to the bone,
etc. He wants to be sure that the working capital of his company
is always being used most effectively and that it will always be
sufficient to do what management wants to do, at the time it is
desired to do it. His first step is to break down the manufacturing and profit and loss statement into fixed and variable elements,
in accordance with procedures employed in flexible budgeting.
The results may be supposed to be as follows:
Ratio of
variable
Total
Fixed
cost
Item of expense
cost
cost
to sales
o
Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$875.
625 ,0 00
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550,000
$30 0,0 00
10
Burden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25

Cost of sales ....
. . . $2,050,000
Selling and administrative
225,000
expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$300 ,000

$2,275,000

$400 ,000

Total cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

100,000

709'o
5
75%
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From the above schedule, we can arrive at the following principal conclusions as to the company's operating situation:
i. Marginal profit, i.e. before fixed costs, is 2 5 per cent of
sales.
2. Fixed costs will equal 2 5 7 0 of sales —the breakeven point
—at a volume of $i,600,000.
The next step is to correlate these figures with the capital used
in the business as shown on the balance sheet. Selecting the same
sales volume, the treasurer constructed an average balance sheet
reflecting experience with operations at or near this level and came
up with the figures below:
Balance Sheet Reflecting Capital Requirements for
Operations At $2,500,000 Sales Level
Assets

Fixed assets . . . . . . . .
Other assets . . . . . . . .

Liabilities

Accounts payable .... $
Other accruals . . . . . .

710,000.00

Current liabilities ...

600,000.00
50,000.00

Long term loan . . . . .
Net worth . . . . . . . . . .

Total asset s ......... $1,360,000.00

$

Current assets ......

$ 100,000.00
210,000.00
400,000.00
$

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accounts receivable..
Inventories . . . . . . . . .

70,000.00
57,000.00
127,000.00
425,000.00
808,000.00

Total liabilities ...... $1,360,000.00

The fixed and variable elements at the volume chosen are the
key to variable ratio determination, as will be developed presently.
The procedure which the treasurer followed and which results in a
handy tool for relating variable capital needs to sales in terms of
per cent was to discern in each principal balance sheet item or
group of items that portion which stood out as fixed. The remainder— subject to scrutiny for reasonableness of the assumption
—was regarded as variable and was related percentagewise to $2,500,000, the sales volume for which the analysis was made. This
yielded a practical set of ratios of variability of capital requirements to sales.
Variable Ratios for Current and Long -Term Liabilities
Because of the amount of fixed cash in something of a dependent item, related to the condition of other items on the balance
sheet —first and foremost the amounts owing —the ratios for liabilities were tackled first. The average accounts payable for the sales
volume is $70,000, the balance sheet figure. Of this amount, $20,-
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000,—the annual payment on the long term debt —is fixed, and the

other $5o, 000 may be regarded as variable with the sales volume.
It represents two per cent of $2,500,000 sales. The conclusion
reached is that on this item there are $20 ,0 00 in fixed expenses and
that there is an additional amount, variable with sales volume and
equivalent to two per cent thereof.
Analysis of other accruals of $57,000, which appears next on
the balance sheet discloses that fixed costs in this amount, came to
$7,000, made up of vacation pay, holiday pay, accrued interest on
long term debt, etc. The variable remainder is again $5o, 000 and
varies with the operations of the business. The figure is the same
as with accounts payable and the variable ratio is, therefore, two
per cent of sales.
Long -term debt now comes up for consideration. In the case of
the management of the A. B. C. Manufacturing Company, a policy of paying substantial dividends has been set. Most of the
funds needed for expansion are to be borrowed. The policy
is to have a minimum debt at all times of $ioo ,000 and, whenever
possible, to keep the mortgage to about 50 per cent of the value of
the fixed assets. With these facts, the treasurer comes to the conclusion that, of the $425 ,000 total long term debt, $ioo,000 is fixed
and the rest or Q per cent of sales is variable therewith.
Variable Ratios for Working and Fixed Assets
As a policy, management has decided that it always wants to
keep sufficient cash on hand to pay current liabilities promptly.
This means that out of the cash balance of $io o,0 00 at $2,500,000
sales (as per balance sheet), there will be $50, 000 fixed— providing a margin of safety over fixed liabilities as determined above —
and two per cent of sales will supply the remainder.
The company's terms of sale are "net 30 days ". Thus approximately one month's sales are carried as a receivable. As this is all
functional with sales, it is all variable. On computation, it comes
to 8.33 per cent of sales.
Past experience indicates that the normal inventory is turned
over six times each year. It was determined that the smallest
workable inventory, including fixed charges, would be $ioo,000.
Deducted from the $40 0,0 00 inventory shown on the balance sheet
this left $300 ,000 at $2,500,000 sales volume as variable. Hence,
the answer here is a fixed item of $io o,0 00 and a variable item of
1 2 per cent to sales.
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A study of the fixed assets reveals that the principal productive
equipment is capable of producing more than the converting plant
can convert, so that it is possible to add more converting equipment and increase sales without adding to the main plant itself.
The additional converting facilities were, therefore, considered to
be variable with sales and the final decision was that the main
plant, $485,000, balance sheet value, was fixed and $115,000, or
$4.60 per cent to sales at the test volume, was variable.
Other assets were found to consist mostly of investments and
deferred charges. The deferred charges against the main plant
were considered as fixed and the balance as variable, with final
conclusions that $15, 000 was the fixed amount and that the balance of $35,000, or 1.4o per cent to sales, was variable.

$

Summarization of Ratio Determinations
As to net worth, it seemed apparent that capital stock represented the fixed portion, with earned surplus variable as retained
in the business only in proportion to operations.
However, it was not necessary to create a rate for surplus, inasmuch as retention in varying amounts would result from application of specific asset and liability rates. The net or balancing rate
is shown in the summary below and will serve as the over -all variable capital rate to sales.
With his decisions and assumptions made, the treasurer finds he
has the following working figures:
Variable rate
Assets
Fixed
to sales
Cash ......................
2.00%
50,000.00
8.33
Accounts receivable .........
.........
Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100,000.00
12.00
485,000.00
4.6o
Fixed assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15,000.00
1.40
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$650,000.00

28-33%

Liabilities
Ac c oun t s pa ya bl e . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other accruals . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long term debt . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net worth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fixed

Variable rate
to sales

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$2o,000.00

2.00%

7,000.00

2.00

100,000.00
523,000.00

13.00

$650,000.00

11.33
28.33%
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Disclosure of Significant Financial Situations
With these figures available and kept up to date by revision
when fundamental changes in company policy are made, the treasurer can, on the basis of brief calculations, determine how much
money he will need for any given operation over and above the
fixed capital requirements, and can scale upwards and downwards
from the level at which the analysis was made to any prospective
or desired sales level. The existence of the individual ratios makes
this possible on an item by item basis. It may be recalled, in addition, that —above the break -even point — profits are increasing at
the marginal profit rate. Hence, at such volumes the relationships
are as follows:
When sales are above the
breakeven point
Net variable capital required to
fi n a n c e s a l e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.3370 of sales
Margi nal n et pr ofit rate .... .... 2 5.0 0 70'
it
15 . 0 0 " it
Less estimate for income taxes.. 10.00
Increase in variable capital......

3.67 7 0

"

"

In this particular case, the treasurer has no worry about variable capital needed to finance increased sales, because the capital
provided by the profit on new sales (marginal profit ratio) is above
the variable capital ratio of his particular company and additional
sales could —so far as indications hold —be accompanied by increase
in dividends. On the other hand, the following might be the situation as sales decline below the breakeven point where fixed costs
have not been overcome.
When sales are below the
breakeven point
25.00%
Loss of profits accompanying loss of sales..
of sales
Decline in variable capital needs .......... 11 .33 "
Net impairment of required variable capital

1 3.67%

"

The treasurer realizes that he has what he would call a one sided business. As sales increase above the breakeven point, variable capital supply increases only 3.67 per cent of sales, while, on
the way down below the breakeven point, loss of variable capital
is 13.67 per cent of sales, proportionately four times as much. He
has a very serious condition and one that requires some study and
immediate steps for correction. The answer lies in changing the
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ratio between fixed and variable expenses and company policy on
basic or standby capital.
The foregoing figures were taken from those through which the
procedure developed in this article has been illustrated. Not all
breakdowns would result in similar answers. The writer has seen
cases where comparable figures were approximately as follows:
When sales are above the
breakeven point
Net variable capital required to finance sales 23.14foof sales
"
Marginal net profit rate after taxes....... 12 . 0 0 "
Net impairment of required variable
capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14.14% ,<

«

Here the financial officer has a problem either way, i.e., even
above the breakeven point expansion causes trouble with respect to
capital needed. When sales are increasing, the net after taxes is
insufficient to take care of the increased variable capital needs and,
when the sales are declining below the breakeven point, the situation will become strictly serious.
Variable Capital Determinations May Involve Surprises
As commented earlier, the procedure outlined here is not new,
but it offers an experiment to work out in individual companies
with every prospect that the results will be unexpected and will
constitute an especially valuable aid to financial men. The device is
not being used as extensively as it should be as an interim aid at the
moment of need for capital and pending the working up of formal requirements tied in more exactly with future plans and prospects. Nor is it being used as much as it should be in determining
what has happened to capital requirements when sales volume has
risen or fallen in any appreciable degree.

VARIANCES MUST BE FORGED INTO FAMILIAR TOOLS
by NORMAN A. COAN
Manager, Sales Division Control Department, Marathon Corporation,
Menasha, Wisconsin

The eight types of variances given careful description in the
present paper emerge, not as mystic calculations, but as operating
differences which have arisen between standard and performance,
and which are stated in terms that facilitate the search for underlying causes. It is the author's contention throughout that recognition and development of variances must be intelligently selective.

are the tools of management. They should pay
V ARIANCES
their way by evaluating the conditions they reflect in such a
manner that those who must make decisions can make them on the
right side of the ledger. Controversy exists relating the variances to
develop and the techniques of developing them. In addition there
is frequent misunderstanding as to the nature of the types of variances. The names given them do not always convey a clear meaning. Yet familiarity with the more serviceable types of variance
is necessary to their development as well as their use. In most instances good operating variances cannot be developed without
employment of some form of basic control techniques. Like
chains which are only as strong as their weaker links, management
control techniques are very apt to be only as sound as their weaker
variances.
In this brief treatment of a very broad subject, our object is to
attempt to leave the understanding that variances are a natural
tool, and that complexities in regard to them need not exist as a
practical matter. A first step is to banish confusion by associating
the term, "variance ", with some common object, perhaps a fork.
There are all kinds of forks —big ones, little ones, silver, gold,
steel, salad, woodenhandled, and so on. Yet they all serve a similar
purpose. It is possible to get on the same grounds of familiarity
with variances as tools with a broad general purpose, i.e., to tell
the proper level of management all that it is necessary to know
about the specific operation the variance relates to, at a cost justified by the importance that proper use of the variance bears to the
economics of the enterprise.
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The results of the recommended familiarity can be highly beneficial. It has been said,
"Even in a fairly complex and decentralized economic endeavor, seldom does it take a trained man familiar with the
application of modern control techniques, more than a few
days to review the existing controls in that enterprise and
correctly appraise the degree of their utility to management
and, in doing this, he is mainly guided by the type, quantity,
and manner of the variances being developed and the use that
is or is not being made of them."
Basic Operating Variances
The same type of variance is sometimes called by several names,
depending upon the area of management it is employed in, or depending upon the industry, operation, or material it is applied to.
The following designations —given without classification —may
serve to illustrate this: output, deviation, crew size, rates of pay,
calendar, volume, methods, scheduling, material usage, revision of
standards, purchase price, product mix, freight over ideal, quantity
lot, machine trim, yield, plant location, material substitution, sales
service, calorific content, shrinkage, and so on and on. However,
if we are truly to make variances useful to us we cannot cope with
all these names, or with a major part of them. The effort must be
made to try to reduce them to a few basic types which will serve
management well. These might be the five operating variances
described in the following paragraphs.

Expenditure of Units Variance—This variance applies to the
physical consumption or expenditure of all physical units. Units
could be tons, pieces, gallons, cords, kilowatts, cubic feet, hours,
and so on. The variance is intended to tell the foreman or the
accountant or, in fact, all levels of management, that more or less
than the proper quantity of units was consumed to accomplish
a specific purpose. This variance need not always be carried beyond expression in physical units. The unit variance is basic and
unless the variances developed feature it and permit employees
throughout the organization to see clearly and be aware of the
variances in the use or expenditure of the units they are responsible for, changes in variance determination are in order.
Unit variances may be converted into dollar amounts by pricing
them appropriately and, if desired or if the conversion will aid in
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the effectiveness of their presentation, the unit variances can be
expressed as percentage of normal or standard. Managerial or
administrative effort called forth by unit variances will depend
on the size, value, and profit impact.
Performance. (Output) Variance —This variance relates to
physical or mechanical operations or a combination of them. As it
bears on appraisal of productive man hours, there may be some
overlap with unit variance in hours consumed. It does often occur
in the development of variances that some man hours are more
easily controlled in relationship to mechanical operations than
separately as a classification of unit variance. With just a mental
note of this special point, we can conceive of performance variance
as the type of variance through which we measure all operations.
This variance should normally be expressed initially in units of
machine hours in those enterprises in which machines are employed on more than one product because, in these cases, machine
hours provide the common denominator expressed in operating
terms. In simple operations, such as a one - product machine, pieces
of output of the operation can be the unit. However, machine
hours is the recommended unit for statement of this variance.
For clarity, performance variance may be thought of as representing performance measurement on a work done basis. By this
is meant that a variance is developed to disclose deviation from
what would be standard output for conditions under which the
work was performed.
This is a highly important matter. The point is that management should have a variance to measure rate of production, one
which is not clouded by factors such as nonstandard methods
or length of run. Performance variance should be a true measure
of work, itself. This is why the name, performance, is recommended for this variance. The alternative term "efficiency variance", covers a multitude of sins and does not make it clear that
the objective is to isolate the effectiveness of workers, not that of
methods or operating conditions.
Methods Variance —In most instances methods variance is a
necessity. It is an essential evaluating tool for management in all
complex industries in which various operations are performed on
numerous products or parts, especially when there exists, within
the company more than one machine or process routing for an operation or a product. Most expanding companies "grew like Topsy"
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and have ended up with some small machines and some large ones,
some semi - obsolete equipment and some which is modern, all of
which can be utilized to the same end. In companies in industries
which have not materially changed their products or methods or
experienced protracted periods of expansion there is less need
of this type of variance. Having a standard method —the most
modern and most economical —of performing operations, management must be apprised of the extent and economic result of use
of nonstandard methods. Profits are often computed quite closely
on large volume standard items of business and the costs used in
these computations usually reflect the standard method of manufacture. When excess volume of such business is accepted over
short periods of time, much of it must be produced by non standard methods and managements are quite often unnecessarily surprised to find that expected profits have not materialized.
Length -of-Run Variance—This is the fourth of our group of
basic variances and is one which is quite often overlooked in the
variance structure and, in some industries, is the hidden reason for
much unexplained non realization of profit. This variance is often
referred to as "setup ", "preparation ", or "make- ready" variance.
A spectacular illustration of this somewhat wily form of variance
is the retooling within the automobile industry for new models.
The cost of this retooling must be amortized over the output and
included in the cost of the new model cars. It can readily be seen
that a large variation between planned and realized profits will result in the event that many more or many less units of the new car
are sold, in comparison with planned sales.
This is a large scale illustration of the circumstances surrounding the length -of -run variance in many industries where a predetermined number of the various types of preparation or make ready or setup operations is taken into account in the price structure. Particularly is this true in an industry in which quantitybracket prices prevail and in those in which a standard product
is offered with slight variations of style, decoration, or quality of
materials.
Instead of a well - planned operation utilizing just the right
amount of make - ready, companies in such an industry, cap, in a.
short space of time, get into short runs, improper layouts, and big instead of small change -overs without management knowing about
what is really happening. Profits are down, all departments are
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working like beavers, overtime is resorted to, personnel get nervous and excited. Yet, despite all efforts, production and profits lag.
The answer will be found in the length-of -run variance. Too often
management is not made aware of this condition as it develops
and many industries operate for considerable periods of time with
the condition present to an extent just sufficient to drain off a portion of profits, which will be missed but not enough to stimulate
adequate investigation.
Price Variance— W e have now come to the fifth and last of our
group of basic operating variances to be considered here. Accountants —and management personnel generally— tend to understand this variance better than others, probably because they feel
familiar with dollar amounts. A price variance means just what its
name implies. It means that more or less has been paid for something than should have been paid. The subject matter of the payment can be labor, material, advertising, supplies, services, sales
effort, or many other things. However, price variance does not
mean the monetary or priced value of all variances. It is distinct
in itself. The four variances already dealt with —unit, performance, methods, and length -of- run —can and should be evaluated in
dollars for management's considered attention. However, the
dollar value of these variances is a priced variance but not a price
variance. A price variance is simply the variance of a price paid
for something from standard price for the item.
Some technicians will say that price variance is not an operating
variance in the true sense of the word. They may be correct.
Nevertheless, it is included in the present group of five because
it is a variance which can be readily isolated by simple techniques,
has direct quantitative effect on profits, and has a high rating as a
variance which is frequently mishandled.

Administrative Variances
It is possible that this presentation oversimplifies the subject of
variances. It i s serviceable to do so in the interests of getting
firmly on familiar ground. Any control setup that properly breaks
out for management the five operating variances which have been
mentioned, is a long way down the road of doing a good job. However, it may be well to note particularly the phrase "properly
breaks out." This implies that one of the fundamental rules of
utilizing the technique of variances has been complied with. That
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rule is, "keep them pure ", i.e., unmixed with each other and a
corollary to the rule is to align variance determination to the
organization and to assigned responsibilities. These are paramount
guides in the successful implementation of variance control techniques.
Realizing this, we find that perhaps we have not over - simplified
our concept of variances for, if the basic five variances are to be
kept pure and related to operating responsibility, it is necessary to
go on and develop other variances which might be termed of the
administrative or executive type rather than the operating type.
Three of these variances are representative and will be considered
here. Though this type of variance does apply to some degree to
operations, such as direct labor and productive machines, it applies
more generally to the class of operations which results in so- called
"indirect expense," whether controllable or noncontrollable by the
foreman, and to those operations or conditions affecting operations, which are noncontrollable at operating levels and thus become administrative problems.
Volume Variance—The first of the administrative variance
group is volume variance. It has the questionable honor of being
the most abused and least understood of all the family of variances.
More foremen, superintendents and other operating men are
wrongly subjected to pressure by the misapplication or nonsegregation of this variance than in the case of any other. Accountants
struggle with it to the point of distraction under improperly designed techniques. Most top managements understand its effects
in a general sort of way. Volume variance is simple in itself.
It is the effect of the reactions of the fixed costs to the recovery
of varying quantities of finished products or partially finished
products at some form of standard or average costs. This phenomenon is the underlying principle leading to the techniques of
control depending on marginal balance, profit volume, or break even point. It is the basic reason that flexible budget techniques
should be employed rather than static budgets. Sometimes it is
referred to as "time" cost variance to emphasize the fact that it
relates to charges which continue apart from production volume.
In far too many standard cost systems a very few variances are
identified and isolated for control and all the remaining variance
is lumped under what is termed volume variance. Actually, the
resulting lump variance is a catch all hodge -podge and a complete
mystery that defies analysis. It can only be said here that true
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volume variance should be broken out and reported separately so
that it does not cloud the other operating variances and destroy
their utility and so that it will provide management with the true
effect of volume on operations.
Calendar Variance— Another administrative type of variance
which should be removed from the operating variances is called
calendar variance. This is more readily understandable than volume variance because most accountants have recognized the
similar problem in handling prepayments and accruals on the
books. Calendar variance simply implies that certain costs vary
with days of the calendar —or time of the year— rather than with
events of operations. Fuel is a good example, Expenditures may
be heavy for six months and light for six months.
The financial accountant might react "Do we have to set up a lot
of reserve accounts on the general ledger for all items showing
this sort of behavior ?" The operating statement should report only
operation variances but calendar variance can be reported separately just as a variance, not necessarily booked as a reserve or
accrual. It should remain segregated from operating variances.
Ratio or Mixed Variance —The last variance to be dealt with
specifically offers particular difficulties. For lack of a better name,
it may be called ratio or mix variance. Whether it exists or not
and to what extent, depends entirely upon the industry and the
circumstances of operations. There may be numerous separate
variances within this classification important enough to treat separately in some enterprises and a few or none in others. Product
mix is a good example of this variance. Another is the effect on
burden rates and resulting variances of the use of night shift
operation, at its cost, in relation to day shift operation at its cost,
in further relation to budgeted normal mix of these two elements.
Another example might be the planned use of fuel for a steam
plant in an industry. A certain use of base coal plus waste coke
braise plus excess coke oven gas plus waste oil, is set up in the
overall standards. Even if efficient consumption of all fuels consumed is obtained, there can still develop considerable variance
because the exact pre- determined ratio or mix of all fuels was not
possible of attainment.
Much of this type of variance is encountered in a by- or coproduct industry. An example may be that of machine trim. To
utilize full trim, Product A is planned to be produced ten up from
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sheet s i z e A a n d 2 0 up from sheet size B, in the ratio of ten
per cent from sheet A and ninety per cent from sheet B, there
being another product that utilizes sheet A to advantage. In
actual operation, the pre - planned sheet utilization mix is not obtained and, though each operation were performed one hundred
per cent efficiently, a sizable variance would result from the ratio
mix of conditions encountered over and beyond the control of
productive management immediately concerned. The use of woad
in paper mills, chemicals in manufacture and the choice between
use of materials (or packing containers) manufactured or purchased outside may lead to this type of variance.
To isolate these variances and to flag and evaluate them separately for management's attention, the technique of setting up
wash or screen variance accounts is recommended. Most accountants have used some form of this account and it is commonly used
to isolate purchase price variance. Depending upon the exact con-

ditions encountered, the usual practice is to charge operations with
the actual quantities consumed, adjusted to equivalent base units
and priced at base ratio prices, the credit going to the screen variance account. This permits the unit and performance variance to
be developed at operations level. The actual units consumed at
actual prices for each kind are debited to the screen variance account and credited to inventory. The screen variance account then
remains with the net ratio or mix variance. (It may also include
price variance unless the debit of materials actually used to the
variance account was at standard prices.)
Important Factors in Choosing the Variances to be Developed
Nearly all types of variances, including those discussed here, apply to and can be developed for administrative and sales functions
of a business as well as for manufacturing. Here, perhaps, is a good
place for a reminder, that with respect to variances of any kind,
related analysis should take into consideration that the worker cannot always control the number of times a variance occurs but
usually he can control it upon occurrence. The worker is directed
or scheduled to the occurrence of the variance through the type
of work to which he is assigned, but he controls the result of the
occurrence, i.e., the magnitude of the variance, through the quality
of his performance.
A quick example of this applied to sales activity may be illustrated by the meal expense of two salesmen, high in one case and
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low in the other. This circumstance is not enough to pass judgment upon. First the number of meals for each salesman must be
determined and, after that, attention is properly directed to the cost
per meal in relation to the area each man operates in. This results
in appraisal of "performance" cost per occurrence. Justification of
the number of occurrences (meals) is also a necessary part of control of this cost but is based on a wholly different set of circumstances not entirely within the salesman's control.
On the whole picture, the question of whether too many or too
few variances are being developed and the further question of
selection of those which may become the central means of operations can best be answered, I believe, by careful consideration of
the three further questions:
i. How significant is the present size of unclassified variance
in terms of profit impact?
z. How much more will it cost to split off one or more additional variances from the unclassified total?
3. Finally, and probably most important, to what extent will
management understand and make use of the multi -factored variance ?
I know of no criteria for the choice of kind and number of
variances to develop other than common sense. The larger an
organization is, the more spread out it is, the more complex its
operations or product lines, requiring management by remote control the more (and more refined) variances it will require. The
more simple, compact, and unchanging an enterprise is, the less
complex is the variance structure required. A warning to management may be in order here. A reasonably satisfactory profit picture should not induce complacency with respect to the need for
good control variances. The negative effect on profits of absence of
control still remains undisclosed if appropriate variances are not
developed. In one case an owner of a multiplant operation was
startled to find out, when proper variances were installed, that
what he thought was his best plant was least effective and that
$1.55 was being spent at that location for every $i representative
of effective cost utilization. After six months' use of adequate
and proper variances, this plant was in good shape, with an overall
operating efficiency of ninety -eight per cent. It goes without saying that the profits were up as a result of this better performance.
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As to cost of developing variances I can only say that the cost
should never exceed the potential savings through the use of good
control techniques. How much does control cost? The situation
determines this. When a man is sick, he calls a doctor and there
we have one technician to one man. A prize fight has two active
participants but there are also a referee, judges, timekeepers, seconds, and others to control and manage it. A basketball game,
with but ten players, has a number of attendant officials. So it is
with cost control and, in fact, all types of indirect effort in industrial operations. Some industries require relatively few "nonproducing" workers per production worker. Other industries actually
require more design and administrative workers than they do socalled productive workers.
Variance Development and Control Techniques Go Together
Are the variances being developed too many or too few? This
question must be answered for each situation, but the obtaining of
a sound answer should not be avoided. The existing variance data
should be given a serious review and sustained thought, for many
indirect benefits can accrue to a management that sets out to improve its variances as currently reported. It may be remembered
that early in our treatment of the subject it was said that a variance is a tool of management and that few variances can be developed unaccompanied by some form of good control technique.
Thus control and control appraisal go hand in hand.
If unit variances are not facilitating concrete correctives, perhaps better basic standards are needed or perhaps material specifications, materials control, production count, inventory, or accounting techniques are in line for overhauling. If performance
variances are not giving the operating levels a good picture of performance, the needs may be improved standards or industrial engineering or better scheduling, supervision, production count pick up
or accounting. If methods variance does not tell how much it is
costing to produce by a nonstandard method and whether or not
this is principally the fault of sales, production planning, or manufacturing, part of the trouble may be in product engineering,
standard routings, scheduling, supervision, or accounting. Perhaps even top management is not aware that capital expenditures
may be in order to eliminate a large methods variance due to
limited facilities to produce under standard methods. Throughout
the spotlight is alike on control determination and techniques.
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This is equally true of a variance like length-of-run variance
which may have its roots in widely differing origins. Possibly the
prime cause is something basic like a change in the buying habits
of customer industries. Perhaps sales force is accepting small
service orders needlessly or it may be actually over - selling facilities. It could be that prices by quantity brackets need an overhauling or that competition is getting the cream of the long -run business and the company is being left with the cats and dogs. Or
variance may be due chiefly to internal causes, such as poor scheduling or just improper analysis and development of the length -ofrun standards. At all events, better control will inevitably go along
with better knowledge of these matters, i.e., better variances.
The remaining four variances mentioned — price, volume, calendar, and ratio mix, which should tell their stories to management or administration levels above the level of straight operating
are in like case. The first two reflect the respective situations in
purchasing and in unit volume as related to profitable operating
levels. Calendar variances, if unremoved, blur the control picture
and prevent proper utilization of the other variances. Ratio mix
variances are frequently suggestive of managerial action, such as
substitutions in raw materials or more balanced operations between
products or processes.
The Crux ofthe Matter in Two Questions
In addition to the above indirect aids to management which
may accrue from a periodic studied review of variances two very
important questions must go unanswered except for knowledge of
what variances alone can tell. The first question is "How good are
your product costs ?" The second one is "How can you pin down
responsibility for effect on profits as between the activities of sales
and manufacturing departments if you do not employ the right
types of variances discussed here ?"
A few years ago a friend of mine made a brief statement about
variances which I have never forgotten because it says all that
has been said here —and much more —in a very few words. Here
is the parting thought: "If business is likened to a piano, then its
operating variances are its keys, and management then should
perform like the accomplished pianist and, by touching the various
keys, produce great music, both profitable and pleasing to the audience."
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Molding direct
M_ olding indirect
Per cent of direct
Core direct
Core indirect
Per cent of direct
Mold core direct
Clean Ship
Per cent of direct
Melt (hrs. per melt ton)
Pour (hr s. per melt ton)
EXHIBIT 1

Report for Action
Cost accounting is essentially concerned with the internal operations of
an enterprise. Cost reports, then, must be directed to the continuing welfare
of the enterprise on the basis of the internal operating facts. Managerial
accounting, as cost accounting is in its highest sense, must supply many of
the coordinating devices necessary to achieve successful operation, and it is
through reports that the more important results of cost accounting are
expressed. However, the tedious gathering, sorting, verifying, checking,
testing, and recording of the heart throbs of a business are frequently so
exhausting that the ultimate purposes of the most efficient use of Men, Materials, and Time, by which management is tested, seems to be something
lecturing professors dream up. Nevertheless, the only way that these elements can be managed is by communicating to management what is happening in the battle for effectiveness. Cost reports represent the newspapers,
bulletins, or communiques of the enterprise unit. The ultimate object is not
the report but rather action based upon the facts of the report.
If a cost report is to stimulate action it must be timely, have acceptable
form, have something to say and be adapted to its readers. Since effective
management of Men, Materials, and Time applies within the accounting
department as well as to those departments to whose accounting activities it
is primarily directed, it is desirable, with our present day machine accounting
devices, to use master control sheets, summary cards and carbon statements
of original postings for report preparation purposes. This initiates both
promptness and economy in all the factors of preparation. However, the
procedure must not be applied so assiduously that other considerations are
forgotten. It must also be kept in mind that the person to whom the report
is presented, must in the furtherance of our objectives, receive reports in
such form that he need spend only the minimum economic time and effort
in converting the facts to action. The emphasis on significant facts and
the principle of exception are as fundamental as economy and timeliness in
report preparation.
Time is one of the objective elements of control and we must therefore
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constantly pursue timeliness in reporting with due regard to accuracy. The
job cards, stock reports, waste and loss reports, receiving and shipping
tickets, all must come to us and be accounted for daily. We must process
them and convert them into usable reports to be put into the hands of a
control unit as quickly as possible. To expedite this objective, it may be
necessary to lose some degree of accuracy, to drop a few decimals, or omit
a digit here or there (remember to drop them on the right end). An excessive degree of concern over a penny or two may delay a report for sufficiently long a time as to cost the enterprise a number of dollars. Nevertheless, we must insist that the facts tie in with the accounting controls or
can be reconciled therewith or can be audited. Unless we adhere to these
principles, the recipient of the report will not have confidence in its content. Weekly, monthly and quarterly figures should serve to confirm the
reports of shorter periods.
Reports must be so designed that they fulfill the special requirements of
all in the organization structure to whom they are directed. The company's
organization chart and detail of ledger accounts, if properly arranged, can
be used as a basic guide to the development of the scope and detail of reports. Illustrated in Exhibit 1 is a brief but meaningful report furnished
daily to the foundry superintendent. It is a statement of the ratios of direct
and indirect labor hours applied in the molding and coremaking departments.
In an industrial process which has a very high degree of man time in its
total cost, this sort of flash report is as pertinent as the barometric reading
at the airport. The vice - president in charge of operations is given daily
report of the hours of each classification of foundry labor expended to
produce a ton of product. It is somewhat long from top to bottom and shows
classifications as set forth, in part, in Exhibit 2. A weekly summary, the
DAILY HOURS P ER TON
Dat e . ... ... ... ... ...
37" Rollover
31" Rollover
Squeezers
Main Bay
Side Floor
Total Direct Mold
37" R/0 Helper
31 R/O Helper
GRAND TOTAL
°

9.24

68
69
70
71 -73-74
72
68H
69H

Tons Good Cstgs.
Average Loss
M. M. Loss
G. I. Loss
Av. Wt. Main.
Av. Wt. Comb.
Yield
No. of Heats
EXHIBIT 2
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column headings for which are listed in Exhibit 3, and a monthly one along
with cumulative and comparative figures, are furnished the president. These
reports offer a fair example of what is meant by increasing the report content as it moves toward top management.
Reports are like telegrams. They give facts and demand decisions. We in
the accounting department who are faced with the collection of data from
time cards, invoices, weight and loss reports and so on, frequently feel
that the whole process is brought to a successful conclusion when a report
is delivered to a recipient's desk. I remember only too well, one of my early
experiences. I had worked until early morning to complete a set of financial
statements. At nine o'clock (the same morning) I duly delivered them
to the board of directors. Imagine my surprise and consternation when I
was suddenly called upon to make oral comments on the significant facts
therein. I have never forgotten that the figures in themselves, no matter
how nicely written or how voluminous, are merely figures until they are
clothed with meaning and evaluated to determine a course of action.
LABORSTANDARDREPORT

roll

Department
Clock units
Standard units
Produced
Allowed
Total
Pay
units
Below standard

Week Ending
Efficiency
Produced
Total standard
Pay roll
Lost
Prior
Produced
Pay roll
Lost
EXHIBIT 3

The mechanics of report presentation is concerned with properly descriptive headings, clear and adequate spacing for the figures, easy reading from
left to right and top to bottom, and the location of total or summary figures
along the bottom or right edges. These requirements also apply to graphic
presentation together with certain suggestions:
1. Where possible, represent quantities by linear magnitudes, as areas
or volumes are more likely to be misinterpreted.
2. For a curve the vertical scale should be selected whenever practicable, so that the zero line will appear on the diagram.
3. Other such rules, uniformity of which has been fostered by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Most important of all, it is necessary to try to learn the language in
which the recipient of a report thinks. The operations men think in units
of hours and tons, the sales personnel in terms of quotas, dollars and units,
and so on. In other words, those who prepare reports must be sure that
choice of their language or expression is made so that the person reading
the report will get the intended meaning.
Contributed by A.E. SCHURICHT, St. Louis Chapter

APPLICATION OF PERFORMANCE STANDARDS TO
MAINTENANCE WORK
by ROBERT A. LOWE
Assistant Manager, Ernst & Ernst
Cleveland, Ohio

It is fundamental to the purport of this paper that maintenance
department work can be classified and standards of performance
obtained for each class, so that it will become appropriate to develop—as with productive labor --an earned hour standard on
which to base control efforts and incentive wage payments for
maintenance work. The author provides illustrations attesting to
the feasibility of the plan proposed and to resulting benefits to effective management of costs. He further believes that like incentives are practical in other indirect departments.

EW successful procedures have been developed for maintenance cost control. Fundamentally the cost accountant must
shoulder the bulk of the job of maintenance prognosis. This discussion will introduce a procedure to guide that prognosis. The
procedure is a specific technique for the control of maintenance
labor and for the control of indirect labor in general. The related
specific application of incentives will fall into place in both cases

F

as we go along.
The monthly plant maintenance bill is, of course, known and the
monthly lump sum spent in each department is also generally common knowledge, but the allocation of this lump sum to the many
accounts and services performed is one of the most common unknowns in modern management today. The detail demanded in
production costing to provide knowledge of "if and where" excessive cost occurs is considered frilly paper work in respect of the
maintenance department. Yet we proved to ourselves long ago that
it is more simple and less costly to obtain accurate detail production cost data than to attempt positive control through the haphazard of job or lump sum figures. In the case of maintenance, however, the older attitude persists and, as a consequence, there is a
tendency toward acceptance of the cost at any price. Unfortunately, the long -range outcome of such a situation is a nonconstructive critical attitude on the part of management as to maintenance effectiveness.
1237
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"Earned Hour" Standards Adaptable to Maintenance
This article is not intended to demonstrate an entirely unique
plan for maintenance control. Rather, it is intended to develop a
procedure based squarely on modern cost accounting and to introduce a system for maintenance and other indirect labor control
which has had wide success for this reason. The formula for it
can be derived from the primary functions of the cost accountant.
These functions are: (z ) to furnish management with information it must have with which to accurately plan cost and ( 2 )
to
furnish management with means for actively controlling these
costs. In the case of maintenance (as in all cost), the plan must
have certain features. It must provide:
i. A complete record of the work performed for each maintenance task and the actual hours expended.
2. A measuring medium which yields fair and equitable predetermined standard times for the performance of all
types of maintenance activities.
3. Accumulation of job records related to employee accomplishment for use by management as a measure of group
effectiveness.
The foregoing three elements may be cited briefly as recording,
measuring, and evaluation and are required in a plan of mainteance control as in the control of all costs. The evaluation of
effectiveness is the climactic element, so to speak, and is accomplished through comparison of actual against standard performance, with results shown as variances in terms of hours earned.
The variances are best shown in earned hours because time data
are readily understandable in the plant. It is, therefore, in order
to refer to the control plan which is the subject of this article as
the earned hour maintenance control plan. The plan includes
maintenance and repair work, work on new additions, service, inspection, etc., —in short all tasks which are usually performed
by maintenance employees. All crafts and services are covered
in it.
Review of Maintenance Setup and Classification Work
of
Extensive successful application has brought out a procedure
for installing the earned hour plan to yield maximum results. This
procedure involves seven major steps. The first three of these
deal with departmental organization and procedure.
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MAINTENANCE WORK ORDER PROCEDURE AND FLOW CHART
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The first step requires a detailed organization chart of the
maintenance department. The purpose of this chart is fourfold. It indicates the line of supervision, lists the duties and responsibilities of maintenance personnel, points out the complexity
of tasks and supervisory aptitude required for normal job performance, and provides a simple condensed outline to aid in determining the reasonableness of personnel distribution. The second step calls for a survey of maintenance clerical procedures and
controls currently in force. This survey indicates what procedure
revisions, if any, are necessary. Whenever possible, revisions
should be held to an absolute minimum. There is clerical work being done —there must be some clerical expense to operating any
department. The survey is to locate it and state it "as is," fully
and accurately.
A review and, if necessary, adjustment of maintenance work
order forms and /or procedures form the third item on the agenda.
It is important that all maintenance labor be charged to a proper
work order. In general, there are two types of maintenance jobs:
(i) jobs which may be performed without written order (referred
to as blanket work order jobs) and ( 2 ) jobs performed under a
written work order. The work performed without written order
is controlled by budgeting the hours required per day or per week
or by comparison to plant activity. The work per formed on a
written work order is usually measured by predetermined standards per job or by predetermined man -hour estimates. In order
to make especially clear the degree of definiteness intended by the
recommendation for use of work order forms and by the suggestion that procedures be reviewed, there are given Exhibit i, Maintenance Work Order, and Exhibit 2, Maintenance Work Order
Procedure and Flow Chart.
Work order coverage ordinarily falls into five job classifications,
namely:
i . Blanket work order jobs—These are the jobs which may
be performed without written orders. They are of a periodic nature, such as routine oiling, replacing electric light
bulbs, greasing, etc. A sample listing of these jobs is
shown on Exhibit 3, which also cites standards data developed under procedures to be outlined.
2.

Repetitive jobs—These refer to work performed at
irregular intervals on the same part or equipment. This
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work is performed on regular written work orders. Replacing clutches, replacing packing, and preventive tear downs are examples.
3. Miscellaneous jobs —In this category are those repair jobs
which do not come under the two foregoing classifications. In brief they are of a nonrepetitive or routine
nature and require fifty or less labor hours to perform.
4. Estimated jobs —In this group of jobs is included work
involving new construction revision work, or repair jobs
requiring fifty or more man hours to complete (dividing
line dependent on policy). All jobs of this type are written on regular work orders, and labor estimates by elements are prepared by the maintenance engineering department. The estimate may be adjusted either upward
or downward if additions or deletions are made after the
job has started. The jobs are given priorities, generally
through "A," "13," "C" codings.
S. Non- estimated jobs—This final classification covers work
done by the maintenance department which requires over
fifty labor hours and to which estimating is not applicable.
An example of such work would be digging up a sewer
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which had become plugged up and the extent of the work
to be done was completely unknown. These may likewise
be given priorities.
It is appreciated that varying conditions will necessitate substantially different forms and procedures. All forms and procedures must be designed to fit individual company conditions and
needs.
The foregoing relates largely to the recording of work performed. However, the mechanism for recording brings up the
charging of time and this in turn requires a medium through which
accurate time in detail can be obtained. Hence we enter upon the
element of measurement of work.
Establishing and Testing Maintenance Time Standards
Thus it is that, as a fourth step, it is necessary to forge ahead
and accumulate time standards for all of the classes of work
orders mentioned. This is probably the most important step in the
program. Its importance is centered on having the maintenance
employee report his time properly and, once so reported, having it
recorded in correct fashion on a detail summary sheet. The nature of maintenance activities and the variety of the types of work
performed necessitate an approach to establishment of standards
differing from the conventional one in connection with productive
labor, in that standards for maintenance must be developed through
all mediums rather than relying chiefly on time studies.
Earned hour standards for maintenance are developed primarily
through analysis of previous performance records. Time studies
and basic labor time standards are used when the character of the
maintenance job permits. (This is frequently possible for the
blanket work order jobs and often also for the repetitive job classification just mentioned.) However, because of the divergence in
actual hours required to perform similar types of work, it is necessary to use average conditions in most instances and cope with
fluctuations as a portion of variance. Because of these fluctuations
from week to week, a periodic moving average produces best trend
indications. Eight week current averages are most frequently
used.
The actual establishment of equitable time standards for all classifications of maintenance work is the fifth of our seven points and
depends on experience and judgment. Let us take, for example,
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the common maintenance job of replacing electric bulbs. An
account number is given this operation to identify it specifically.
The number of bulbs changed must be reported by the maintenance
employee doing the work since the operation is to carry a per bulb
replacement standard. A detailed summary sheet is prepared for
this account, as for all jobs, to accumulate the necessary specific
information.
For this discussion, it may be assumed that twelve week's data
has been accumulated and listed on the summary sheet. This summary on bulb changing shows, for ten of the weeks, an average
running close to .t2 hours per change, but the fifth and ninth weeks
show figures of .z8 hours and .21 hours per change. Investigation
discloses this time to be reasonable, as the bulbs changed were in
floodlights outside the buildings and required two men. This is the
type of analysis needed to determine reasonable standards.
Judgment is now applied and the standard is set by calculating
the average time per bulb change for a twelve -week period and
levelling the average time by extending it at estimated craft performance. The significance of this standard is that it provides a
basis for comparison from this point forward. By using twelve
weeks or more as a basis of calculation, all likely conditions of
work are included. Many companies have figures of this type covering past years.
Earned Hours Calculations and the Control Report
The final two steps of the program call for calculation of earned
hours and reporting on performance. Earned hours for the current week and eight week totals should be obtained and also per
cent of effectiveness. Earned hours are calculated by extending
the number of units of work accomplished, by the earned hour
standard. Per cent of effectiveness is determined by dividing
earned hours by the actual hours. This is regular procedure in performance reporting where earned hour standards are in use,
whether for incentives or cost control.
In the preparation of performance reports, the total earned
hours and actual hours are accumulated by craft for each of the
five classes of work mentioned earlier. The resulting display is
illustrated by Exhibit 4, Maintenance Earned Hour Control Report. Totals of all classes of work, by craft, and cumulative craft
totals are prepared and performance is determined by comparisons
of earned to actual hours.
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The control report creates the means for governing performance and has many valuable uses. One is the evaluation and control of the number of maintenance personnel. Specific figures on.
the control report indicate the number of personnel required in
each craft. Quick comparison against the existing work load indicates over or under - manning. This is a far step from today's usual
procedure of arbitrary reduction of maintenance personnel to a
level at which the total maintenance payroll is in line with management's thoughts and differs markedly also from the common
attempt to control maintenance labor through a flexible budget and
on a direct labor cost base. Both of these common methods of socalled control may well prove hazardous.
An Example of Performance Analysis
An example of performance analysis may be to the point here.
Management, in seeking cost reduction, questions the plant engineer concerning the need for his twenty millwrights, each working
fifty hours per week. The earned hour control plan yields the following information:
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i. There are two chief classifications of work within the

department, namely, minor and major jobs. The minor
jobs are covered by blanket, repetitive, and miscellaneous
orders. The major jobs are covered by estimated and non estimated orders.
2. The twenty men at fifty hours per week represent one

thousand available work hours.
3. Over a long -range period the blanket, repetitive, and
miscellaneous jobs have averaged four hundred hours per
week.
4. It is indicated by subtraction, therefore, that six hundred
hours per week are available for estimated and nonestimated jobs.
5. Nonestimated jobs average twenty -five hours per week,
leaving a total of 575 hours available for estimated work.
6. The estimated jobs on file —coded according to whether
they are "A" critical work, "B" work which should be
completed within three weeks, or "C" work which, due to
lack of material, incomplete design, etc., may be delayed
over a month — present the following time requirements:
"A "
65o hours = i week +
i,000 hours = 2 weeks —
" B"
"C"
i,5oo hours = 23/2 weeks +
Total estimated job
work load

5 / we e k s +

7. Depending on still other circumstances which will need to
be considered, this workload may or may not appear to be
sufficient to require the present number of men working
a fifty -hour week. If the latter, a decision is immediately
and safely possible as to whether the work week is to be
cut back and overtime savings made or whether the crew
is to be reduced and payroll savings made.
Simplification of Maintenance from Scheduling to Cost Analysis
The supervision of maintenance employees is far more difficult
than that of productive employees, inasmuch as maintenance work
is performed at dispersed locations. In addition, as the workload
in the department diminishes, there is a stronger tendency on the
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part of the maintenance employee to stretch out the work than in
the production departments. Use of the control report will provide a signal of the decrease in effectiveness and subsequent analysis of work done will indicate too many men on the job in such
instances.
A simple and constructive contribution can be made to maintenance personnel planning and scheduling through inauguration of
what may be called a planning board. This board is so designed
that ten or fifteen jobs may be posted and the number of employees required per job may be scheduled by maintenance supervision. A maximum advance schedule of three working days has
been found to be most practical. Inasmuch as the prime function
of the maintenance department is to keep the plant in operation,
extended scheduling is impractical due to unforeseen breakdowns
or emergencies. Other valuable aspects of the planning board are
that it forces supervision to take note of what is to be done, who
is to do it, whether parts are available to do the work, whether
tools are available or must be sent ahead to the work area, and
whether all craft representatives must appear on the job together
or be scheduled for continuous completion of the job.
The control report aids in analysis of the maintenance bill. It
indicates what craft and for what type of work to analyze. This
indication is observed by wide variation in performance. Standard cost practice is followed in investigating such variances in
labor cost and in constructively reporting the variance to management.
The "if and where" knowledge gained in the analysis of the
control report is truly representative of the advantages of standard cost. When the labor hours consistently run below standard,
costs turn down sharply, teamwork appears, efficiency increases.
When labor hours consistently run above standard, inefficiency is
indicated, the men are ganging up on jobs, or time may be improperly charged. Excessive overtime in any one craft indicates improper planning or an unbalanced crew or both. If too much
emergency work is shown, this fact is directly related to preventive
maintenance policy. In addition excessive maintenance costs overall may call attention to poor methods or poor equipment design.
Incentive Wage Payments and Equipment Upkeep
The maintenance worker will respond to incentives just as the
production worker does. As in production, incentives will improve
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worker effectiveness, lower cost, and reduce the need for supervision. A group bonus plan or incentive may be paid employees for
any improvement over the earned hour standards. The plan in
operation will provide a measure of performance and effectiveness.
To continue maintenance cost reduction, an incentive plan should
be considered. This is particularly true of those plants where productive labor is already covered by incentives. The plan provides
maintenance labor standards fully comparable to the basis upon
which productive labor is compensated through incentives.
Moreover, the control report points up sharply inadequate tools,
improper methods, and poor scheduling. With these corrected, an
incentive will yield maximum reductions in maintenance costs.
There are also many other interesting results of control introduced by the application of a maintenance control program, such
as:
i . Improved utilization of productive machinery and equipment. This is brought about by decreasing maintenance
downtime. Of greater importance is intelligent planning
and scheduling of preventive maintenance to reduce
breakdown and subsequent lost production time, based
upon positive information secured through the control
plan.
a. Improved maintenance history on productive equipment.
This focuses attention upon troublesome machinery and
equipment and provides definite information toward replacement, obsolescence, improved design and amortization. A copy of each work order, with actual and estimated time recorded, filed in the plant asset file by machine number, provides active information on upkeep
costs.
Extended Applicability ofEarned Hour Control
The development, as in this article, of a procedure for earned
hour controls for maintenance labor along the lines of modern
standard cost accounting practice, will assist in the visualization
of the application of this technique to all indirect labor. As perspective shifts from craftsmen repairing machines to workers
packing and shipping or unloading and unpacking, it will be seen
that, upon satisfactory application of the recording, measuring,
and evaluating principles of the earned hour control plan, these
functions likewise will respond to positive control and incentives.
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The plan has been extended, moreover, to include the staff organizations, along the following lines:
i . The mechanical engineering department with its designers, detailers, draftsmen, blueprint men, catalog men, etc.,
has been successfullz covered and budgets based upon
positive control have been maintained. In the cases of
companies which manufacture for the service fields, such
as elevator and escalator builders, truck and conveyor
manufacturing companies —i.e. those which must produce to customer specification— incentives have been provided for the engineering department based upon the
earned hour control plan.
2. The inspection and testing department may be controlled
through this plan. Where inspection is covered by incentives as part of the production unit, incentive coverage
may be extended to include roving inspectors, receiving
inspectors, checkers, statistical quality control men, etc.,
through the applications of earned hour control.
g. Industrial engineering, time study, time - keeping, production control, and the other staff functions respond to
positive control through application of the plan.
4. Clerical, stenographic, secretarial and all office labor may
be controlled through the earned hour plan. Incentives
are slowly finding their way into the office, as management strives to control and reduce cost. In the application of office incentives through the use of earned hour
controls, management has found a successful tool for active reduction of overhead.
The control of indirect labor has been approached in this article
in relationship to manufacturing. In completing the picture of
the development of a technique for control of such labor, attention
must be called to successful applications in fields widely separated from manufacturing and, indeed, from each other. There
are proven earned hour control plans in operation in:
i. Hotel management where large crews of porters, bellmen,
housekeepers, maids, cooks, waitresses, service and front
office personnel are operating on standards. In addition
to positive cost control and budgeting in all of these cases,
incentives are being applied in certain instances.
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2.

Hospital management where similar groups of personnel
are likewise under budgetary control.

3. Building management where janitors, cleaners, charwomen, window - washers, maintenance men, elevator operators, and office personnel are fully covered and where
daily labor reports are standard procedure. Incentives
have appeared in this field also.
4. Truck and fleetline management where not only the repair and maintenance men are covered but incentives are
being paid to drivers, handlers, shippers and office personnel. In all of these cases, important labor cost reductions result as well as a true report of effectiveness of the
application of labor and a medium for successful scheduling, planning and budgeting.
For Positive Control of Maintenance and Other Indirect Costs
In regard to maintenance costs, then, the earned hour maintenance control plan, based on and developed in accordance with
modern standard cost accounting practice, will answer the questions of all divisions of management as to what was to be clone,
why it was done, how, and the effectiveness of accomplishment. It
provides, therefore, positive control and a medium for additional
compensation through incentives to personnel in this the largest
presently uncontrolled labor category.
Earned hour control has become the name of a specific plan as
it has been used in this discussion. However, the intent of this
paper has not been to offer, in rigid style, a one best way. Rather,
this article is an attempt to demonstrate that, when modern cost
practice is applied to the control of indirect labor, the same results
occur and in the same form as when the cost accountant develops
control over direct labor. Incentives established upon these sound
standards then become bona fide incentives for maintenance and
indirect labor.

THE ACCOUNTANT'S PART IN EVALUATING TERRITORIAL
SALES POTENTIALS
by J. P. COMPTON
Assistant Secretary- Treasurer, American Asphalt Roof Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo.

If the industrial accountant is the practical analyst which he is
supposed to be, perhaps he can devise worthwhile objective tests
of the performance of individual salesmen, perhaps not wholly
revealed in simple dollar volume statistics. The author of this
article sets up two such tests through a study of a hypothetical
company. I n brief, these disclose territories which are above or
below average in sales volume, based in the first instance on relative populations and, in the second, on relative buying power.
T would be needless for me to point out the contributions which

I accountants have made to production efficiency. They have promoted cost control, productivity measurements, planning and
scheduling, and all of these media have contributed to more goods
at lower cost. For this very reason, it is not amiss to suggest that
the same talents be directed to the problem which is most important to a company, i.e., the selling of merchandise.
Accustomed to searching for facts, there is no reason to believe
that the accountant cannot be as helpful to the sales division as
he has been to the production department. There are two approaches to the problem of reducing distribution costs. The obvious one and the one to which the accountant would naturally
turn is indicated by such questions as, "What territories can we
consolidate ?" "How much can the advertising budget be cut ?"
"What can we do more cheaply ?" That, I fear, is the destructive
approach to the sales problem, however applicable it may be to
production costs. The better approach in this instance is to ask,
"What can we do to sell more goods?" "How can we get more
sales for the same dollar of sales expense?".
Published Statistics Aid Comparison ofTerritories
It is common experience to hear a sales manager say, "Ben
Jones is doing a good job," or "Ted Smith is doing a poor one."
Frequently the only basis for opinion is dollar totals of sales or
comparison with a prior period. However, when an accountant
says a performance is good or bad, he relates it to a standard of
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some kind, so the first problem is to devise a means for measuring
territorial sales efficiency. In other words, how much business
should a given territory be reasonably expected to produce? First
of all, in the work of compiling cost standards and manufacturing
expense budgets, industrial accountants have learned the necessity
of securing an operator's approval of the gauge by which he is to
be measured. Equal care should be exercised in establishing a
measurement for sales effort.
Before proceeding with consideration of possible performance
indices, it is appropriate to discuss the question of territories.
Broadly speaking, published indices are available for political subdivisions, i.e., states, counties, cities, etc., and by consumer trading
areas. There are several other groupings but they relate to specific
lines of merchandise, such as groceries, dry goods, drugs, motor
cars, etc., and accordingly, are not considered here. If a company's
sales territories have just grown, like "Topsy ", and have sliced
through county lines, a difficulty is posed and some revision will
be necessary before a really sound measurement of sales potential
is possible. For the firm just setting up its territories, the consumer trading area is ideal, since there are only 608 such areas in
the United States, but not many concerns are so situated and, in
all probability, most companies have rather generally laid out their
territories by counties, of which there are approximately 3,000.
Assuming that the territories have been developed along county
lines, the next step is to consider what unit of measurement can
be employed to determine the sales potential in the county or in the
territory. There is an old saying to the effect that "people are
markets," but that is only a half truth. It is necessary to amend it
and say "People with money to spend are markets." In evaluating
a sales performance in a territory both factors must be considered.
The question of determining the number of people in an area
is not difficult. It is readily available, starting with a decennial
census, which is adjusted annually by the Department of Commerce for population shifts. We can be reasonably confident
that our straight population figure is a correct one. The question
of locating people with money to spend is a bit more difficult. The
guide to that is what people have spent previously. One source is
Sales Management which publishes a survey of buying power annually, listing by counties and states the retail sales for the previous year. This, then, provides some means of measuring the
economic status of the county and meets the second requirement.
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After developing the necessary data, the next step is the application thereof to the company's problem of the desired increase in
sales. For illustration of this, reference is made to Exhibit i
which shows hypothetical figures of a company operating in a portion of the United States, consisting of four sales divisions, with
territories created on county lines.
In the first column, sales for the period under review have been
entered. The second column shows the population of each sales
territory and the third column then gives percentage of aggregate
population represented by the population of each territory. In the
fourth column are the proportionate sales which each territory
should have produced based on population. The amounts in this
column are obtained by multiplying the total company sales by the
percentage of population shown in column three. In the fifth
column are recorded deficiency figures for those territories which
are below the company average developed in the previous column.
The process is then repeated in the further columns of the schedule for the factor of retail sales. The sixth column indicates the
published retail sales in each territory, followed in the seventh
column by the percentage of annual retail sales in each territory
to the annual total for all territories. A normal relative volume for
each territory based on buying power can then be determined by
multiplying the company's total sales by each territorial percentage.
If the territory is producing in excess of the company average, per
dollar of published retail sales, no entry is made in the final column
of the schedule. If it is below the company average, the deficiency
is noted.
On the figures in Exhibit i, it is apparent that four territories
in the Eastern Division are below par based on population and
five are below par based on buying power. The division has a
potential sales increase in one case of approximately $ 4 7 , 0 0 0 and,
in the other, of some $31g,000. Here, then, is something that the
sales manager can use. It will show him where sales effort of
some kind is required. A study of the various territories shown
supports the contention that population alone is not a reliable
guide in evaluating sales potential. In the case of Territory No. 2,
it can be seen that the sales are barely above expectancy based on
population but very substantially over par when buying power is
considered. The salesman involved is therefore doing a "bang -up"
job. Conversely, Territory No. 9 is over average on population
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but slightly behind when buying power is considered. A further
breakdown of sales might show that the salesman is not securing
a proper proportion of business in high priced merchandise.
Side Ligbts on Elusive Angles
It must be cheerfully admitted at this point that there are other
factors entering into the problem of marketing, particularly in any
specific territory. No index with which I am familiar makes allowance for competitive impact, normal flow of trade, or customer
preference. These factors must be resolved by the sales manager's knowledge of the entire area in which his company operates, but certainly a picture such as is portrayed by Exhibit i
forcibly asks the question "Why ?" with respect to territorial sales
performances and it is incumbent upon the sales manager to develop a satisfactory explanation. The acceptance by our sales organization of the program of measuring effort, exemplified in this
paper, has been very gratifying and has resulted in increased sales
effort.
As a further example of the use of the information, reference
can be had to Territories Nos. 4, 5, 6, ii a n d 12 on Exhibit i.
They are small territories, small in population and relatively low
in purchasing power, but they all show above par in results. This
reflects the facts of our case. We feel it substantiates a relationship between frequency of calls and sales produced, with the result that our travelers with larger territories are encouraged to
budget their time and see their customers more frequently. Probably the major leak in selling expense is salesmen's lost time.
Of course, in completing a program of this kind, a breakdown
by territories would be made of the other sales divisions too. Reviewing the totals shown in the two columns of Exhibit i which
attempt to evaluate performance against company average, it
would appear that a sales potential on toward two million dollars
may have been uncovered.
Directing Attention to Potentials of More Profitable Items
Practically all of industry is faced today with the problem of
declining prices and rigid costs, and the percentage of gross profit
to sales is shrinking. It is almost certain that the sales department,
with the aid of the accountant, can make a contribution to an improvement in this condition. Almost every manufacturer has in
his line certain products or classes of products which carry a
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better than average gross profit. If it is possible to obtain a substantial sales increase in those products, the gross profit of the
company will be improved.
A study similar to the one employed for evaluating over -all sales
effort is quite as applicable to this problem. The same compilation
of data is made, as in the case of over -all sales, but there is a separate schedule for each product or group of products which is considered sufficiently significant for this treatment. The analysis for
the Eastern Division might show, say, seven territories below the
company average in the sale of a product and, considering that
every division would have territories below par in this respect,
substantial additional potential might be revealed as available for
sales of this commodity.
Task ofEffecting Comparisons Not Burdensome
What is the work load connected with this program? Population
figures and retail sales must be gathered together only once a year
and, depending on the number of territories, this task will require
from a day to a week. If the company sells in all states the percentages are already computed in the published data, but if the
sales field is only a portion of the country, it will be necessary to
compute percentages which population and retail sales of unit areas
bear to the total. If there is a limited number of product lines,
a manual method of sales recapitulation for product performance
data will probably suffice. Tabulating equipment of some sort is
a must where a multiplicity of products is involved.
It has been stated by those who are in a position to know, that
accountants should take up the problem of the reduction and
control of distribution costs. In this article there has been offered
a step in the direction of assurance that such costs are productively utilized. Certainly the accountant is most qualified to undertake a study such as has been outlined and, in so doing, he will
contribute to a reduction in unit distribution costs and, even more
important, to the maintenance of a stable economy.

WELCOME, STRANGER: THE CONTROL OF HOTEL
GUEST ACCOUNTS
by JOHN I. MARDER
Partner, Bernard Kotkin & Co.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Noting the characteristics of the revenue accounting problem in
hotel operations, the present author discusses legal and circumstantial relationships between the hotel man and his guests and
methods and pitfalls in controlling guest accounts. The subject of
hotel credit practices is given attention. Something of a story book
touch pervades the text of the article.
OR many years the record - keeping of hotels was limited to

F a guest register, and the proprietor simply pocketed the income
as the guest departed. More recently, especially during the past
several decades and through the influence of the American Hotel
Association, hotels have tended gradually to adopt uniform systems
of accounting, particularly for costs of various hotel functions. In
this article I propose to examine only the control exercised over
the accounts of guests registered at a hotel and not the accounting
system as it extends to the many other activities.
Relationsbip of Innkeeper and Guest
Legally the relationship of a hotel guest to the innkeeper is altogether different from a business relationship entered into by two
persons conducting other commercial transactions. The innkeeper
is charged with the responsibility of guarding the person of his
guest during sleep as well as during waking hours. Dangers to
travelers in early days, when brigands and hotelkeepers were frequently in league with each other, caused lawmakers to say to the
hotelkeeper, in effect, "You are charged with liability for loss
whether your guest can prove you were negligent or not." From
the beginning, then, hotelkeepers have been regarded legally, not
only as guardians of the persons of guests, but as insurers of their
property as well. There are other features peculiar to hotelkeeping.
For example, according to the laws of several states, an innkeeper is a person who supplies transients with food and lodging
for a consideration. If the persons are not transients, the establishment is not a hotel and, as a rule, courts have held further that
proprietors of sleeping cars and dining cars are not innkeepers.
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In addition, an innkeeper is charged with the duty of serving all
comers. He cannot discriminate against anyone by reason of faith
or race. Any fit person may register and must be served. In return for such extraordinary service to guests, the innkeeper is
given the right of lien on property brought into the hotel, as security for unpaid charges. From this fact, stems much of the accounting theory regarding control of guest accounts. An interesting point in this connection is that the hotelkeeper's lien extends
to all property brought into the hotel, whether or not the property
of the guest, unless the innkeeper is put on notice prior to impressing his lien, that such property is not guest property.
Registration — Reports to Bell Captain, Housekeeper's Report
Hotels may be typed under three classifications: (i) transient,
( 2 ) residential and (3) resort. The procedures described in this
article, while applicable to hotels generally, have particular reference
to transient hotels which make up the great majority of American
hotels.
When the guest walks into the lobby of the hotel, and is welcomed by the room clerk, his account is set in motion at that
moment. The old- fashioned bound register is now as dead as the
dodo and the daily looseleaf sheet is also much less used than
formerly. In the place of these outmoded records is the individual
registration card (Exhibit i) which has many advantages over its
predecessor. Quite apart from its use in accounting, the card assures a greater degree of privacy to the guest registering at the
hotel. Under the old hotel register system, anyone could glance
down the list of arrivals and take note of names and room assignments. Also, the modern card is pre- numbered, leading to control
of room income.
The guest card has space for insertion of the date of arrival,
time of arrival, number of persons in the party, room assigned,
rate agreed upon, account number and initials of the clerk on duty.
When registering, the guest acknowledges liability for room
charges and also relieves the management of liability for valuables
unless deposited in the vault and evidenced by a receipt. The question of liability for guests' valuables has always been a thorny one,
but now most hotelkeepers put guests on notice that the hotel management is not responsible, unless proper precautions have been
taken.
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T h e guest data collected at the time of registration ma y be
checked by the report rendered by the bellhop serving the party.
In a properly controlled hotel, each bellhop renders a report to the
bell cap tain as to the s ervice given in rooming guests. T h e r oom
number, time of service, number of persons in the party, and number of bags carried to the room, are the usual features of this
suppor ting r eport.
A fur th er con tr ol of occu pi ed rooms in the hotel is furnished
by the housekeeper's report. This report is given to the front
office each mor n i n g a ft e r t h e inspection of rooms b y t h e h ous e keeper or assistants. The purpose of the report is to supply the
front office wit h a hou se cou nt (n u mb er of gu e s t s i n th e h ot e l ) ,
room cou nt (th e numbe r of occu pie d rooms ), an d de tai l of tr ip le
0 r o o m s ( ou t of or d e r ) . Thi s l ast gr oup of rooms ma y b e out of
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ord er for pa in tin g, cleaning, re-

decorating, refurnishing, or they
may be rented to employees. The
housekeeper's report is valuable
to the hotel auditor in support
of the number of rooms listed as
occupied by guests in records of
the front office.
After the guest has been regisistered and roomed, copies of the
registration indicating his name,
address, and room number are
supplied to the following departments almost before he has
st e p p e d

fr o m

the

registra tion

desk:
i . Information clerk (for
mail and general information)

N
F

2. Room rack (accounting for
rooms)
3. Telephone clerks
phone service)

(tele-

4. Housekeeper (room service)
5 . Restaurants (information
as to guests in hotel)
It is a major hotel function to
be ready to serve the guest as
quickly as possible and to avoid
embarrassing him by ignorance
of his registration, which may
arise, in connection with the use
of dining facilities or any of the
many other hotel services. Many
hotels have systems of instantaneous reporting in order to obviate this difficulty.

t�

W
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"Transcript," Subordinate Reports, Daily Report of Operations
The guest accounts covering all active transients in the hotel, are
termed the "guest ledger" and are usually kept at the front office,
in either room or alphabetical order. Charges from the several
hotel revenue departments are posted to the accounts and cash
credits are posted from cashiers' records. Charges for rooms are
usually posted by the night auditor who prepares a report, peculiar
to hotel accounting, termed the transcript. This is a summary (Exhibit 2 ) of all accounts in the guest ledger, exhibiting pertinent data
and balancing with the control account in the general ledger maintained in the accounting office. The transcript, in effect, stands for
the controlling account and, as such, is used by the hotel accountant in the preparation of his reports.
All subordinate reports must be balanced with the transcript
prior to its release by the night auditor. These subordinate reports
comprise charges from restaurants, bars, telephone calls, laundry,
garage, valet, extras for occupancy, room rental charges by either
day, week, or lease, cash advances to guests, and a list of disbursements (usually for c.o.d.'s or outside charges paid by the
hotel cashiers). Credits to the accounts are represented by cash
paid to cashiers, transfers, or credits in the form of allowances.
"Transfers" are transfers from one room account to another, frequently necessary as a routine occurrence when all rooms are
carried individually in the guest ledger for the hotel records. In
addition, transference of charges to one master account is sometimes necessary when a block of rooms is held for one party.
The completed transcript must be given to the general accounting office as quickly as possible in the morning, so that the daily
report of operations can be prepared. In no other business is such
a comprehensive report placed on the desk of its executive each
morning. All pertinent data is presented: amounts for the day,
month -to -date figures, comparative prior month amounts, year -todate totals, and comparative data as to meals served in each dining
room, charges and cash receipts in other hotel departments, and
a veritable battery of room statistics.
Room Statistics and Revenue Control Methods
We are concerned in this outline with room statistics which, as
we have seen, are drawn from several sources. The house count,
including arrivals and departures, is drawn from the housekeeper
report, supplemented by bellhops' reports if substantiation is
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needed. The number of guests is analyzed to weekly guests,
monthly guests, and transients. Every guest is regarded as transient unless he has made permanent living arrangements with the
management. Rooms held by complimentary guests or employees
are determined from the housekeeper's report, substantiated by an
o.k. from either the manager or assistant, whichever is charged
with control of such allowances.
Rooms occupied are developed from the transcript and are
grouped in the same classifications as the guest count. The housekeeper's report determines the number of vacant rooms ready for
sale, vacant rooms out of order, and total available rooms. Room
statistics on the daily report also show the percentage of available
rooms occupied by the several classes of guests, and the revenue
per guest and per room.
In order to maintain the controls thus established, members of
the general hotel accounting staff frequently test procedures by
internal audit. Such procedures are designed to trip any ambitious
room clerk who has attempted to pocket room revenue or to room
guests without registration, a misbehavior encountered with surprising frequency at times when the hotel is extremely busy, such
as during large conventions or during outstanding sports events.
The accounting staff may, without warning, check the housekeeper's report with the room report furnished by the night audit
staff, or may require the housekeeper's report to be given directly
to the accounting office, and may then immediately check it to the
room racks.
Other techniques are to check the departures book against the
cashier's record of receipts or to check the telephone information
rack against the guest ledger. These internal audit tests develop
data necessary to ascertain whether or not proper control is being
kept. Guest ledger cards, which are pre- numbered, are withheld
from room clerks and all cards, after use, are filed by the accounting staff, so that cards in the racks must theoretically be the numbers revealed as outstanding after the daily filing. Verification
may be made as often as desired.
Testing of procedures should be consistent and should be carried
out with thoroughness. The element of surprise is the chief element of control. If room clerks know that the hotel has an accurate measuring stick of room income, they will not be as likely to
try to divert some of the room income to their own pockets. As
of particular importance in this connection, credit allowance slips
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are carefully scrutinized to determine whether or not the allowance was a legitimate one. All allowances for rooms should be
made by an assistant manager or other staff assistant but certainly
never by room clerks if proper control is to be maintained.
From the foregoing it might appear that the author distrusts
room clerks as a group. Nothing is further from the truth! Actual experience in the hotel industry demonstrates that clerks are
loyal, keen in their jobs, and anxious to serve. From their ranks
hotel managers of the future are drawn, but the responsibility is
great and, as in all cases where a large amount of currency is handled, proper measures of control must be applied for the proper
audit of income. It is true that all sorts of tricks have been devised,
from time to time, to swindle hotels out of their due. However, in
most cases, the offenders have been caught quickly and the control
system now in use at most hotels follows the general pattern here
described.
A Perennial Problem —The Cashing of Personal Checks
Another problem intimately related to guest account control,
confronts the hotel accountant —the question of the cashing of personal checks. We have all marvelled at the seeming ingenuousness
of the hotel cashier who unquestioningly cashes our personal check
when we have stayed perhaps one night at the hotel and we have all
grumbled at the interminable questions asked by one cautious
about obliging in this respect. Hotels must be prepared to cash
many hundreds of personal checks daily from all over the nation.
They must also be prepared when some of these checks fail to
clear, to do a painstaking job of tracing the whereabouts of the
persons *who passed them.
Generally "o.k." is placed upon personal checks by an assistant
manager. He may request the guest to show some evidence of
identity, such as a driver's license, and experience will soon make
him an excellent judge of character. Drivers' licenses are usually
good guides to identity but should be carefully perused, inasmuch
as careless guests may sometimes show a friend's license. Credentials borrowed for the occasion are bugbears to hotels because
guests can assume identities so convincingly. Good cooperation
among hotels makes fraud in cashing of checks somewhat rarer today than in the past. The hotel associations of various cities exchange information on check passers and on claim jumpers (commented on in succeeding paragraphs of this paper), who may be
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"working the circuits." A smart cashier has sometimes turned in
a valuable "fish" for just reward.
In order to prevent a guest from claiming afterwards that he
did not receive the sum of money indicated on the face of the
check but that it was applied to his account, hotel accountants have
devised a stamp to be applied to the reverse of the check, as
follows:
Received in cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Appl i ed t o gu est a c coun t . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Guest signature

$........
........

In spite of all efforts, checks continue to be returned unpaid.
The hotel then has to make an effort to collect them, perhaps from
points all over the country. This is accomplished by the use of
collection agencies in the larger cities, by reports to various hotel
associations in the hope that the check passer can be stopped, and
by use of attorneys and law enforcement agencies in the several
cities. The problem can never be entirely eliminated, but the good
hotel accountant can reduce loss from this source materially by
strict application of simple rules and follow -up.
The simplest rule of all probably is, "Never cash a check for a
man in a hurry". Frequently the device of being in a hurry is a
ruse to trip up an otherwise wary cashier. Another simple rule is
"Always o.k. a check for its exact amount." A famous hotel story,
current in a middle western city, concerns a manager who o.k.'d a
check for eight dollars for a plausible guest. The guest went up
to his room, changed the "8" to "8o ", changed his figures and
writing ( for which he had provided in advance), cashed the check,
checked out, and proceeded to knock off about nine other hotels the
same day in the same city for a profit of several hundred dollars 1
Rendering "French Leave" Difficult
In order to control unauthorized departures of guests without
payment or, in hotel parlance, "skippers ", most hotels require a
three day report on the guest ledger balances and payment prior
to extension of more credit in cases where the account shows undue activity. Assistant managers follow up these procedures, so
that accounts are not allowed to increase without proper authorization. Sometimes, in spite of all precautions, hotel guests leave by
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stealth and the hotel finds itself facing a bad debt of considerable
proportions.
As we have seen from procedures already outlined, great care
is taken to safeguard the handling of guest accounts. In addition
to the accounting precautions, physical layout of hotel lobbies and
approaches from guest rooms are usually designed to funnel
guests through the lobby so that undetected exit with baggage is
virtually impossible. Inasmuch as the hotel has a lien upon the
baggage, this can be seized for a bad account. However, baggage
held for this purpose is by no means always equal in value to the
account, and the hotel is still faced with the problem of tracing
skippers, frequently on a nation -wide basis.
The problem has been tackled with the same persistence that
has characterized the approach to the bad check problem. Hotels
have a nation -wide exchange service on "skippers." In addition,
examination of the accounts of these individuals frequently reveals telltale clues which lead to the identification of the "skipper."
Some stories are told, which rank almost with detective fiction, of
the manner in which hotel accountants track down skippers and
collect accounts due.
Modern hotel accountants have devised systems to better
regularize accounts and prevent frauds. The system outlined
in this discussion is manual, but several excellent machine systems
have been developed which are essentially the same operation but
cut down time and effort materially in a large hotel. Where hotels
such as the Stevens in Chicago or the Waldorf Astoria in New
York are concerned, the multitude of guest transactions per day
beggars description. The over -all system used is, nevertheless,
the same as has been outlined, except that batteries of accounting
machines make the night auditor's life a great deal less complicated than it was some years ago.
A Touch of Glamour
In conclusion, the field of hotel accounting with its specialized
features, is attractive to the accountant who must know, in addition to the usual accounting techniques, the hotel industry in most
of its operating ramifications. The internal accountant in a hotel
is on the stepladder to managerial responsibility and no other
industry can match the appeal and day -by -day changefulness of
the spectacle of the public passing through the doors of a great
metropolitan hotel.
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THIS MONTH'S AUTHORS
HOWARD E. COOPER (Depreciation On Current Values Is Half As
Much Again —An Experimental Determination) is Professor of Accounting
at Johns Hopkins University and Director of the Division of Business at the
University's McCoy College. He is a member of N. A. C. A. Research Committee.
F. J. MUTH (Establishing Priority and Profitability Tests for Proposed
Capital Expenditures) is Assistant Controller, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. and has been with his company since graduation from college in
1921. Prior to the war he supervised accounting in all Armstrong plants
and, during the war period, had charge of munitions accounting and directed
the company's part in contract termination and renegotiation. Mr. Muth is
a previous contributor to the Bulletin.
W. L. McKINNON (Planned Control of Costs in the Research Division
of an Oil Company) has been with Shell Oil Company for a period of
approximately twenty years. In 1945, after fourteen years in refinery
accounting, Mr. McKinnon joined the company's new Research Division,
of which he is currently office manager, and participated in its organization.
During World War II, he served as Petroleum Technologist to the Government.
P. M. CHIUMINATTO (How Will Capital Requirements Vary With
Sales Volume ?) is Secretary - Treasurer, Hoberg Paper Mills, Inc., Green
Bay, Wis. A Director of the Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce and
an Industry Member of the Board of Advisors to the State Unemployment
Compensation Board, Mr. Chiuminatto holds degrees in both law and accounting. He has written a previous article for the Bulletin.
NORMAN A. COAN ( Variances Must Be Forged Into Familiar Tools)
now holds the position of Manager, Sales Division Control Department,
Marathon Corporation, Menasha, Wisconsin. Before affiliation with his
present company, Mr. Coan served with the bakery, rubber, chemical, and
metal container industries. He is the author of an earlier article published
in the Bulletin.
ROBERT A. LOWE (Application of Performance Standards to Maintenance Work) is Assistant Manager, Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, and
Director of Engineering of the firm's Special Service Staff. Mr. Lowe is
a Registered Engineer and, in addition to his N. A. C. A. activities he is
affiliated with a substantial number of engineering and management assotions.
J. P. COMPTON (The Accountant's Part in Evaluating Territorial Sales
Potentials) holds the position of Assistant Secretary- Treasurer with American Asphalt Roof Corporation, Kansas City, Mo., which he helped to organize in 1920. Mr. Compton served a term as N. A. C. A. National Director following long service with his chapter.
JOHN 1. MARDER (Welcome Stranger: The Control of Hotel Guest
Accounts) is a partner in the certified public accounting firm of Kotkin
& Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Born in England, Mr. Marder engaged in the
hotel business on coming to America.

THE COST FORUM
The ProblemPosed by Less Valuable Dollars
I

PURCHASING POWER UNSUITABLE As BASIS FOR ACCOUNTING

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
After numerous articles featuring all kind of accounting schemes to offset
the impact of inflation upon statements and profit, it was gratifying to read
"How Do We Stand With Inflation ? —A Defense of Conventional Accounting", by Christian E. Jarchow, in the February issue of the Bulletin. In his
article Mr. Jarchow implicitly, even if not expressly, stands up for the defense of the dollar too, for conventional accounting can only be done in conventional dollars, the yardstick in the hands of the accountant. That means
he repudiates all methods seeking to substitute some other basis or yardstick,
such as a unit based on purchasing power under the name of index dollar,
base year dollar, or similar appellation.
There still seems to be a good deal of confusion about how to deal with
the phenomenon of inflation. In my opinion, the cause of this confusion is
that there are two kinds of inflation. One is the kind we could —and still
can — observe in various degrees in Europe after the first and second world
wars. Governments printed paper money without metallic reserves and the
exchange rate of the currency skidded. In the afflicted countries prices went
up, or it seemed so. Actually the prices remained stable measured on a stable
currency like the dollar or Swiss franc. They, as foreign money, were a
commodity. Finally, in many countries, business was no longer transacted
in the domestic currency but in dollars, in order to eliminate the uncertainty of a rapidly falling currency. A commodity became the yardstick.
We know there is nothing of this kind in America.
The American inflation is, to quote Webster, "a disproportionate and relatively sharp and sudden increase in the quantity of money." An analysis of
the causes of this increase would go far beyond the scope of this letter. It
is obvious that the increase in the quantity of money leads to greater demand for goods and sometimes to auction -like bidding. Price increases
follow. It is undeniable that the dollar lost purchasing power where higher
prices obtained, since purchasing power is a function of prices, but this
function is relative, closely related to specific prices. As an illustration, six
months ago I could buy two dozen eggs for one dollar or two pounds of
coffee. Today, I can get three dozens of eggs for the same dollar but only
one and two - tenths pounds of coffee. The purchasing power of my dollar
has decreased as far as coffee is concerned but has considerably increased in
relation to eggs.
This example shows clearly that purchasing power, because of rapid and
wide fluctuations, often in opposite directions with respect to various commodities, is not a suitable basis for accounting, even if it is presented in
form of an index figure (thus leveling some of the fluctuations). An index
figure is the average of prices of an arbitrarily selected number of commodities in relation to the average of prices of the same commodities at an
1267
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arbitrarily selected time. To take the reciprocal of this index figure —a
dollar of a certain purchasing power —as basis for accounting under the
name of index dollar, base year dollar, or some other name, does not do
anything but create a kind of artificial currency, a new yardstick.
Since, as set forth above, purchasing power is relative to the price of
each commodity, it is conceivable that every concern could set up its own
index on the basis of the commodities it uses. The "index dollar" of a concern using steel as its main raw material would be quite different from one
using cotton, for instance. That such methods are nothing short of economic
anarchy and would not lure a single dollar from an investor's pocket, should
be clear to everybody.
To conduct business on a profitable basis under all conditions, whether
inflation, deflation, or times when supply and demand almost balance, is management's task, which can be only supported by sound accounting practices
with figures arrived at by conventional accounting with the conventional
yardstick.
FRANz L. FoG ES, Evansville Chapter
II RESPONSIBILITY FOR DISCLOSING "REAL" RESULTS
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
As indicated in the headnote preceding Christian E. Jarchow's article entitled "How Do We Stand With Inflation ? —A Defense of Conventional
Accounting ", published in the February, 1950 issue of the N. A. C. A.
Bulletin, the author is doubtful of the methods devised thus far to set forth
the effects of inflation on business operations. There is also given a general
outline of the methods currently being utilized by the International Harvester
Company to accomplish the same purpose. Unquestionably, the discussion
does stir the imagination. Unquestionably, also, those who are responsible
for the interpretation of financial results of corporations should avail themselves of all processes which, in their judgment, aid in clearly setting forth
the financial position and operating results of their respective enterprises.
Certainly, no comptroller, if he is to carry out his obligation to the management, can avoid constantly calling attention to the effect of price levels
on the results portrayed by conventional statements. The following statement made by Mr. Jarchow expresses an essential objective for the responsible accounting officer
"Such selling prices should be computed, in my opinion, regardless of
whether or not competition will permit establishing them in full. The
important thing is that management should be aware of the selling price
required to accomplish the necessary objectives mentioned and should
know also the degree to which realization of these objectives is not now
practicable."
However, it is difficult to see how such a determination can be made, as the
author indicates to be the case in his company, if the conventional methods
of recording transactions are relied upon. Should not the elements of cost
included in the selling price be based upon the fair value of that portion of
the property utilized in producing the product as well as the fair value of
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materials and other components? Or is the determination made on some
hypothetical determination of values for the purpose of such price determination only?
If it is essential to call the attention of management and others to the
fact that the results set forth under conventional methods do not state the
current financial condition and results of operations, does not that indicate
these methods to be inadequate? Should not such statements be supplemented
by statements which will assist the readers in their efforts to arrive at the
proper conclusions? Obviously, it is not possible for anyone to tell within
any reasonable degree of accuracy the fair value of the assets shown by the
balance sheet prepared on the basis of conventional accounting. It neither
states when the assets were acquired nor their adequacy or usefulness. It
thus follows that conventional provisions for depreciation fail to reflect the
fair value costs of using the property. Such disparities generally increase
with the passage of time in a period of constantly ascending prices. Thus it
seems essential that supplementary records be maintained to enable the controller more readily to make the determinations of the effects of inflation.
The effect of the price variations is very real and not something apocryphal. As implied by Mr. Jarchow, the average individual knows that price
levels have changed. Ask those who are buying property or other commodities and particularly the homemaker who does the daily shopping for
food and other essentials. You will be immediately informed, in no uncertain terms, that the value of the dollar has been reduced. Yet when it comes
to stating corporate financial results on a current (fair value) basis, there
seems to be a strong reluctance to do so.
V I c m R A. Kos, Chicago Chapter

Cycle Basis for Internal Reports
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
Cycle billing appears to have become an accepted and established part of
the accounting functions of such lines of business -as public utilities and department stores. Industrial accountants, it would seem, might take a tip
from the cycle billing operation. If cycle billing is practical why not "cycle
reporting" ?
Cycle reporting, where it can be installed, has the same advantages to
recommend it as has cycle billing. Report preparation can thus be staggered,
and this should mean less overtime and "work 'till midnight" in efforts to
meet a single deadline for a whole battery of reports. Staggering, also,
should even out the work in the department or departments responsible for
report reproduction, whether reproduction be done by typing, photography,
mimeograph or any other process.
To what extent is "cycle reporting" practical? The answer depends upon
the particular accounting setup of the particular plant in which it is to be
tried. However, to a certain extent there are partial or "phase" reports prepared by practically all accounting departments and these offer the best initial application of the cycling idea. By phase reports I mean reports covering only one phase or portion of the business operations. Assuming that
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many of these phases reports will be weekly reports, it seems entirely practical to stagger them. For example, suppose that a weekly report is made
of orders received, orders put into production, and orders shipped, by departments, products or divisions. Traditionally this report has undoubtedly
been made on a calendar week basis. Such a report will be built up by
totalling five daily figures to arrive at each weekly figure required in the
report. There seems to be no good reason why the cut -off could not just as
well be made on any day of the week.
There are very likely to be numerous other such phase reports. Weekly
labor, spoilage, production and overhead reports, wherever such reports are
built up from daily figures, could be made for a week ending Monday, a
week ending Wednesday, or a week ending Thursday, just as well as for a
calendar week. If this type of weekly reporting is voluminous, a stagger
plan can very well speed up reporting and very materially smooth out the
peaks and valleys of report preparation work.
Study will reveal, in all likelihood, that the cycling can be applied to
monthly reports also. Often there will be no convincing reason why collection and age reports on receivables, inventory reports, cash reports, and
other monthly reports need to be made as of the end of the month or the
last day of the four -week period. Mid - period reports may be just as acceptable to the recipients and a lot easier on the report production departments. The possibilities of staggering are at least worth considering. Generally they will be worth investigating. It goes without saying that such investigation should be cut loose from tradition and should be made with an
open mind.
CLINTON COLLINS,Cincinnati Chapter

Some Areas for Development of Standards for Selling and
Distribution Expense
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
Cost accountants have done a real job in applying standards to manufacturing operations and, through budgets, have in most directions provided for
cost controls. However, in the area of controlling selling and distribution
costs, relatively little has been done. It may be that the accountant still feels
that these expenses come under the jurisdiction of the selling and marketing
divisions and are of no concern to him. On the contrary, all expenses incurred in the operation of a business are or should be the concern of every
accountant. He should suggest to management ways and means of providing
standards to measure the effectiveness of outlays for selling and distribution
costs. The following yardsticks on standards are proposed for various items
in this category:
1. Traveling Expenses —A definite policy should be provided for indicating the maximum per diem rate and car mileage allowance. Expense reports should be scrutinized carefully and related to the activity of the salesmen. The salesmen should be required to send in
reports weekly, so that management can determine whether or not
they are applying their time effectively. In this way, the standards
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or performance can be applied to measure the effectiveness of sales
activity.
2. Salesmen's Compensation —One of the most effective standards of
measurement to control sales activity is to use an incentive or bonus
plan of compensation over and above a base salary or commission rate.
Management has found through experience that the incentive plan
as applied to manufacturing has paid well in the way of producing
a better product at lower cost. The same idea is just as applicable
to control of selling costs. A salesman will do a better job if he
knows that his earnings will be commensurate with his efforts. The
additional sales resulting from an incentive plan will help greatly in
reducing the cost of selling and distributing the product.
3. Advertising and Promotional Expenses —The usual practice is to relate the total expenditures for advertising and promotional expenses
to net sales at rates ranging from three per cent to five per cent.
However, this practice does not in any way provide a standard or
measurement of the effect of such advertising and promotional expenses. A tabulation of inquiries resulting from the advertising and
promotional activities should be made and these inquiries should be
followed through carefully. Statistics should be compiled as to the
volume of business from old customers. From these statistics, standards can readily be set up for future advertising and promotional
programs to measure the effectiveness. Increased volume of business
is the fundamental objective of all advertising and promotional programs. Yet there are literally thousands of companies that never
know what they are getting out of the advertising and promotional
programs, because no records are maintained as to the results.
4. Miscellaneous —There are additional selling and distribution expense
items for which standards can be developed, such as:
(a) Warehouse expenses.
(b) Delivery expenses.
(c) Credit and collection expenses.
The development of standards for selling and distribution expenses requires full cooperation between the accounting and marketing divisions.
Studies should be made and statistics gathered on the basis of past experience and, with this background of information, intelligent standards can be
constructed for future use, to measure the results and effectiveness of sales
and distribution costs.
BERNARD J. WHITBREAD,Syracuse Chapter

